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Abstract

Speaking a nonstandard dialect might be

expected to put a child at a disadvantage in

learning to read Standard English or in understand-

ing material expressed in Standard English. To

test the effect of Black English on performance

of school tasks 27 second graders in a Harlem

school were interviewed and tested to measure

their competence in spontaneous speech, oral and

written comprehension, oral reading and explicit

grammatical knowledge in Standard English morphemes

often missing in Black English. The data show

large individual differences in ability to use

standard forms and low but significant correla-

tion between speech and reading performance.

Instruction in use of the standard forms signifi-

cantly influenced several performances.
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The Language of Black Children in the Early Grades

Introduction

The relatively low educational achievement of children

in urban slums has been ascribed to their poor command of

language (e.g., Deutsch, 1963). When standard tests of

language development showed lower scores for poor children

than for the middle class, psychologists and educators

regarded this as evidence of a deficiency and sought an

explanation for it either in hereditary racial differ-

ences or, more often, in some kind of "cultural deprive-

tion" resulting from the life style of poverty. Early

childhood education programs for the poor emphasized

language training in order to overcome the supposed defi-

cit and prepare the children to make better use of the

opportunity for education provided by the schools.

On the other hand Labov's (1968) linguistic studies

of black youth who were poor showed a wealth of linguistic

skill in boys who were failing in school, but the skill was

expressed in a dialect systematically different from the

Standard English of the white middle class community. His

description of this dialect showed that it has phonological

and grammatical characteristics likely to be interpreted

as errors oras evidence of retarded development by speak

ers of Standard English who are unaware of dialect dif-

ferences. Such linguistic findings have led some to argue

that the educational difficulties of black children are not

due to any deficiencies, but primarily to dialect differences

(e.g., Baratz, 1970). She points out that these linguistic
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differences tend to be socially stigmatized, so that

teachers may treat the black children's dialect as bad or

inferior, and the difference may also create problems for

the child in understanding the teacher and the educational

materials. Those black children whose dialect is likely to

be most different from standard are the very poor or newly

migrated from the country. These are also the most likely

to feel alien from the school and have trouble understanding

the content of the lessons.

The purpose of the present study was to show the very

specific effects of substandard dialect upon various lin-

guistic performances likely to affect educational achieve-

ment, particularly upon understanding of standard grammati-

cal forms that differ from those used by the child.

Nonstandard Negro English has been described by se-

veral linguists, including Labov (1968). It differs from

Standard English in a number of systematic ways of which

only three were selected for the present study because

they allowed for control over phonological variables. All

involve the required addition of a single sibilant ending

to nouns, pronouns, or verbs in Standard English. In Non-

standard Negro English these endings are all used less

consistently and by some speakers only rarely, so that

Labov attributes various linguistic statuses to these mor-

phemes. The third person singular of present tense verbs

requires a sibilant ending in Standard English.. Speakers

of Nonstandard Negro English use this ending rarely and

7
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inconsistently, for example,

Here come the judge.

Labov has concluded that there is no third singular Z in

the underlying structure of their dialect. The possessive

inflection is also frequently omitted by speakers of Non-

standard Negro English in the attributive position, that

is, when the noun representing the possessor precedes the

noun representing the thing possessed. However, in the

absolute position, with the possessor coming at the end

of the phrase, the possessive inflection is used by non-

standard speakers. Thus,

My grandmother house....

but That house is my grandmother's.

Labov concludes that a possessive Z does occur in Nonstan-

dard Negro English even though its distribution is differ-

ent from standard. The third sibilant morpheme that dis-

tinguishes Standard English from Negro nonstandard is the

contraction of the copula "is." (Although the contraction

is not technically an inflection, it behaves like the Z

inflections phonologically at the end of the preceding

subject noun or pronoun.) In Negro nonstandard the copula

is often completely deleted in those positions where Stan-

dard English allows for contraction.

She wild.

Dat not no man.

That the copula exists in the underlying structure of the

dialect is shown by the fact that the full form is occurs
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invariably in those positions where contraction is not per-

mitted in Standard English, e.g., "Te 1 1 me where i t is."

Thus Labov considers the omission of the copula to be an

extension of the contraction rule of Standard English. A

foarth sibilant morpheme, the plural inflect ion of nouns,

i s shared by Standard and Nonstandard Negro E n g l i s h . A l -

t h o u g h both a l l o w for i t s omission i n certain s p e c i f i c

contexts, Labov found that plural endings are rarely omit-

ted by blacks, and he attributed to them a grammat ical

status similar to that in Standard English.

The accidental fact that these four grammatical mor-

phemes have the same phonological form while differing

greatly in their relative grammatical status in the two

dialects gives the opportunity to study grammatical impli-

cations of dialect d ifferences independently of phonologi-

cal considerations. This control is important since the

reduction or omission of final consonants is one of the

phonological character istics of Nonstandard Negro English

and the occasional omission of Z endings might be attri-

buted to this rather than to grammat i cal status if i t were

not for the fact that the pattern of omission of Z endings

is clear ly related to grammat i cal status.

The implications of nonstandard dialect for education

should be explored carefully before any conclusion is

reached about the importance of using standard English ex-

clusively in school. Baratz' (1970) belief that speakers

of nonstandard dialects may have more difficulty than stan-

dard speakers in learn ing to read because written material

9
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conforms more closely to standard spoken English is plaus-

ible for several reasons. Dialect differences might inhi-

bit learning of the sound-symbol system and might also

lead to misinterpretation of the meaning of written materi-

al. In addition, children might have some trouble under-

standing or being understood by a teacher who spoke only

Standard English. In later years, their written work

might also appear deficient in terms of standard grammar.

However, it remains to be shown that any of the conse-

quences in fact do occur in speakers of nonstandard Eng 1 ish.

The present study explores several of these possibilities.

The subjects were 27 members of a second grade class

in a school i n mid-Manhattan attended by children from

some very poor neighborhoods and low-income hous ing pro-

jects. All were black Engl ish-speaking chi ldren of U.S.

origin. The chi ldren were not a random sample since this

group was one of the better, though not the best, second

grades in the school. Their language varied from almost

standard for some children to quite nonstandard, and this

variation gives us the opportunity to study the effects

of differences in dialect upon various performances.

I. Description of Tests and Results

Several different linguistic performances were mea-

sured to determine the ways in which dialect influences

them. The basic measure was the frequency of use of the

four sibilant morphemes in the spontaneous speech of the

chi ldren. Another kind of speech measure was the context-
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cue test consisting of responses to specific questions de-

signed by the experimenter to elicit the usages in question.

The child's ability to imitate the experimenter's model ut-

terance is still another kind of performance. Understanding

was measured by a modification, of Fraser, Bellugi, and

Brown's test of comprehension and production of grammatical

forms in reference to pict6res representing their meaning

(1963). A similar test using printed phrases tested reading

comprehension while oral reading showed the ability to arti-

culate forms represented in print. Finally, the child was

asked directly to tell the meaning of the four morphemes

to test his explicit grammatical knowledge. We will first

describe these tests in some detail and then report upon

the way the children performed on each.

Spontaneous Speech

As a basic measure of linguistic competence, the spon-

taneous speech of the children was recorded during an inter-

view in which two children met for the first time with the

experimenter. The experimenter asked questions about their

school, play, and television, let them listen to the tape

recorder on request, and introduced toys and games designed

to stimulate speech and reading. The interview was con-

ducted with two children at a time in order 'to avoid the

linguistically inhibiting conditions that are so common

when a strange, especially a white adult tries to talk to

a black child in a. school setting where most teachers are

white (Labov, 1970). The interview was successful in
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el iciting apparent ly re laxed spontaneous informal chatter

from some chi ldren. Others remained fairly formal, although

al 1 said enough to allow for most of the measurements of

the four morphemes. All the results should be interpreted

in 1 ight of the probabi 1 i ty that many of the children would

speak differently in another social context. The taped con-

versation of this interview, together with spontaneous

speech recorded throughout the series of experimental ses-

sions with each child, was searched for al 1 occasions where

each of the four sibilant morphemes would be appropriate,

and the score was the percentage of appropriate occas ions

in which the particular morpheme was used. Uncertain ut-

terances were excluded, so that only clear instances of

presence or absence of the sibilant were scored. Table 1

shows the mean percentage of each of the four morphemes.

( In this and other tables results are reported i n percent-

ages to fac i 1 itate compar ison even though the base for each

individual i s very . )small The last column of the table

shows a total score representing the percentage of appro-

pr iate occasions where any of the three d i alect related

morphemes was used . The wide range of dialect use in this

single class of 27 chi ldren is shown in the second row.

Whereas the noun plural i nf lect i on is used on almost al 1

occasions by all the chi ldren, some almost never use the

other morphemes and others use a 1 1 of them quite consis

tent ly, Some chi 1 dren use one or more consistently but

not others. The i ntercorrelat ions between spontaneous use
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Table 1

Spontaneous Speech

Percentage of Appropriate Occasions Where Sibilant Morpheme is Used

N=27

Verb

Morpheme Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive

and Copula

Mean 93 44 55 79 64

Range 67-100 0-88 0 -100 22-100 14-96

3
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of each morpheme are shown in Table 2. The correlations

are statistically s i g n i f icant but still far from perfect.

It is clear that there is considerable variation both in

the amount of use of nonstandard forms and in the se lect ion

of particular forms by an individual. Although al 1 these

chi ldren are exposed to both standard and nonstandard dia-

lects in different aspects of their 1 i ves, their own spon-

taneous speech shows a wide range of d ifferences in the

dialect used in this particular interview situation.

Context Cue Test

In order to test children's use of the sibilant mor-

phemes in control led grammat ica 1 contexts and to increase

frequenc ies of use for assessment purposes, several de-

vices were used to induce the child to use the appropriate

construct ions. For the plural, the experimenter showed a

picture of several cats (or other things) and asked, "What

are these?" To elicit a verb, the experimenter started by

saying "A flying nun is a nun that...." pausing with voice

raised to allow the child to f ill in "...fliest.'?or "...fly."

To elicit possessive the exper imenter showed pictures

again, this time of a person or animal with something he

possessed. The experimenter presented the pi cture and

s a i d , " If the girl has an elephant, we say it's the...."

I f the child d i d not respond " ...girl's elephant" or

n...gir
1 elephant," the experimenter added, "...we say

it's whose elephant?" To induce a la the experimenter

said, " I 'm going to ask a quest ion, and I want you to give

me a certain kind of answer. If I ask, Is the boy eight ?',

14
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10

Intercorrelations of Morpheme Use in Spontaneous Speech

Morpheme

Verb

Possessive Copula

.41 .59

N=17 p>.O5 N=27 $.005

Possessive .61

N=17 p<.005
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you say, 'Yes, the boy's eight.'" After the chi ld learned

to give the appropr i ate response beginning with "Yes.... , "

his responses to different questions showed how often he

included the contracted or full copula.

Context-cue items' for each morpheme were administered

at the beginning and at the end of the experimental series

using different words before and after but the same words

for al I subjects. The test items for the context-cue test

of the Z morphemes were matched so that the morphemes oc-

curred in similar phonological contexts to control for any

variations in use of the different allomorphs conditioned

by features of the preceding phoneme. Table 3 shows that

the pattern is similar to but not exactly 1 ike that of spon-

taneous speech. None of the differences between spontaneous

and context-induced usages was s i g n i f i c a n t for any indivi-

dual morpheme nor for the score combining dialect-related

morphemes, though all of them show somewhat higher scores

for the context-cue test than for spontaneous speech.

However, an analysis of variance of dialect-related scores

based upon those 21 subjects for whom data were complete

showed a significant difference between context-cued and

spontaneous speech (F=8.95; p<.01) across the three mor-

phemes as we 1 I as a significant effect of morpheme (F=22.54;

P<.001) and an interaction between the two variables

(F=21.24; p<.001) reflecting the much larger difference

between context-cued and spontaneous speech for the pos-

sessive than for the copula. Table 4 shows the correla-

tions between context-cued and spontaneous speech scores

16
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Table 3

Context-cue Test

Percentage of Appropriate Occasions Where Sibilant Morpheme Is Used

N =27

Morpheme

Verb

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive

and Copula

Mean 94 47 .67 17 6o

Range .787100 01100 07.100 .12-100 26-97
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Table 4

Correlation between Sibilant Morpheme Use

in Spontaneous Speech and Context-cue Test

Verb

Morpheme* Verb Possessive Copula Possessive

and Copula

Correlation .47** .58** .59** .59**

N 27 17*** 27 27

*Because high scores in the plural restrict the range

of talent, a correlation would not be comparable to the

others.

**p<.01 (Tests cited are one-tail except as noted.)

***The N is lower for possessiveS because several

children used too few spontafieously to be scored individually.

18
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for each morpheme. Because spontaneous and context-cued

usage are behaviorally similar performances and because

the correlations between them are significant, we have

used a score combining the two kinds of production in

some of our analyses.

Picture-meaning Test

The proportion of standard forms used by a child in

our interviews does not necessarily tell us how well he

understands Standard English. Not only are children able

to use more standard forms then they actually do use in

informal situations, but they also have a passive compre-

hension of many forms they cannot use at all themselves

(Labov, 1970). Since understanding is as important for

educational purposes as spontaenous production, we have

devised a separate test to measure it. We adapted the

technique first used by Fraser, Bellugi, and Brown (1963)

in which children were shown pictures illustrating the

meanings of grammatical features and asked to respond in

terms of those meanings. Two grammatical phrases differing

only in the presence or absence of a given morpheme were

chosen so that their contrasting meanings could be clearly

illustrated in a pair of pictures. Table 5 shows the

phrases used on the tests. For the plural and singular

meanings of nouns and verbs, the two pictures for each

pair differed simply in the number of dogs shown eating or

sheep pushing. Since the verb inflection also represents

present tense, some pairs of pictures differed in that one

19
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Table 5

Phrases for Testing Comprehension of Grammatical Morphemes

Pretest-Posttest Program Test

Plural The dog(s) ate. Street light(s)
The bird(s) ate. Green tree(s)
The puppy(s) opened the door.
The boy(s) ate.

Verb The sheep push(es) the car. The cat_ eat(s).

(Singular The rabbits plash( es ).

meaning) The catsleep(s).
The deer drink(s).

Verb She let(s) a cat in,
(Present She put(s) a picture up,
meaning) She put(s) a pot down.

He shut(s) it.

Possessive The prince( 's) doctor The duck( 's) nurse.

The witch( 's) teacher The farmer (rode.

The man( 's) teacher ( 's road.

The boy( Is) angel

Copula He (ate. She('s) cut.
('s eight. She (knew.

( 's new.He (won.
('s one.

The boy (blew.
( 's blue.

The duck (read.
( 's red.

He is) cut.
She('s) pushed.

20.
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showed the act still being done and the other showed it

completed. For the possessive (Figure 1) one picture

represented the duck as a nurse and the other showed a

duck being tended by a normal looking nurse, illustrating

the difference between The duck nurse and The duck's

nurse. The copula questions depended upon either homonym

pa irs or verbs whose past tense forms were the same as

the participles used in passives. The natural redundancy

of language makes such minimal pairs hard to devise but

not impossible.

To test a chi ld's understanding of an inflection, the

experimenter began by making sure the child saw the im-

portant difference between the two pictures and then

asked him to imitate the two phrases without indicat ing

which phrase went to which pi cture. Many ch i 1 dren spon-

taneous ly pointed to or looked at the appropriate picture

during this phase. Imitation served to give the chi ld

practice with the part i cu lar t i t les he would be asked to

use and also to confirm his ab i 1 ity to hear and enunciate

the crucial sounds. Next the child was asked to point to

the picture cal led The duck's nurse. In this "comprehen-

sion" question the tit le with the sibilant morpheme was

always asked for. After the child, pointed to his chosen

picture, the experimenter asked, "Now what did we call

the other picture?" This requ i red the chi ld to produce

the correct name of the picture pointed to by the experi-

menter. Then the experimenter pointed to the picture
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The Duck's e

The Duck Nurse

..

Fig. 1 Picture-Meaning Test Sample Item.

22
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chosen by the child and asked him to name that, too. For

most of our analyses the chi 1 d was credited with showing

full understanding of the cruc ial form only if he answered

the comprehension quest ion and both production quest ions

correct ly, using the inflection or omi tting i t appropriately
for each picture.

Each subject responded to two pairs of p i ctures for

each morpheme in the pretest phase, up to two during train-

ing and two more in the posttest. For purposes of com-

paring individual differences, all test items were counted
for each individual. Table 6 shows the mean percentage of

items comprehended correctly, that is, correct selection

of the picture representing the phrase with the sibilant

morpheme and the percentage completely correct for each

morpheme, that is, correct selection and correct product ion

of both phrases for appropriate pictures. The seemingly

much higher comprehension scores on the verb singular and

copula than either of these morphemes showed when produc-

t ion was included probably requires different explanations

for the two morphemes. For the singular mean ing of the

verb Z selection was based on the quest ion: "Which picture

is, The deer drinks?" Since the children often showed that

they were using the subject noun as their clue to number,

it seems likely that most chose (correctly) the singular
picture on the basis of the word deer. In the subsequent

production, 26 out of the 27 used either "deers" or "sheeps"

in produc ing the name of a plural picture. The situation



Table 6

Mean Percentage Correct in Comprehension and Production

Pretest, Program Test and Posttest Combined

N=27

Morpheme

Comprehension.

19

Verb

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive

Singular Present and Copula

96 57 79 88 77 75
Only

Comprehension
88 9 69 76 46 49

+ Production
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with the copula is susceptible of a different explanation.

Here the children may have been treating the copula in the

manner Labov has suggested, as an opt iona I form, so that,

although they fully understand The duck's red, they felt

perfectly free to express the same meaning as The duck red.

The comparison of the items testing understanding of the

verb inflection as signal of singular with those test ing

the same morpheme as a signal of present tense shows that

from the viewpoint of semantics this morpheme is psychologi-

cally not one element but two different ones. The difference

between these sets of scores was statist ically:s.ignif icant

(t =4.48; p<.001) .

It is obvious that comprehension will vary accord ing

to the particular phrases with which it is tested. Thus

our measure may not mean the same for different kinds of

items used to test comprehension. For example, items test-

ing possessive and copula meaning involve pairs of phrases

which are identical at the phonological level but which

have different grammatical structure and in several cases

different but homonymous words. The whole set of compre-

hension items have in common only the fact that the pre-

sence or absence of the morpheme changes the meaning of the

phrase. We should therefore be cautious in comparing com-

prehension across morphemes. The comprehension results

may depend very much on the particular type of pair chosen.

This is conclusively shown in the case of the verb ending

where the tense distinction is clearly not comparable .
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to the number distinction, and is no doubt true in some

degree of other comparisons.

Keeping these cautions in mind, we can point out that

the relative status of the copula and possessive in spon

taneous speech is not the same as their relative status

in our comprehension tests. The copula is significantly

less well understood than the possessive in our test (for

comprehension alone t=2.4; p<.05 and for comprehension plus

production t=r,00; p<.001) whereas it occurs significantly

more often in appropriate contexts in spontaneous speech

(t=4.91; p<.001) as shown in Table 1.

Oral Reading

The question whether speaking a different dialect

makes it harder to learn to read is an obvious and impor

tant one. One way to assess the possible effects of one

dialect on learning to read another, such as Standard

English, is to count how often the dialectspeaking child

pronounces inflections which are shown in print, but which

are not necessary in his own linguistic system. Table 7

shows the percentage of times each morpheme was pronounced

audibly out of the total number of times the child encoun

tered it in all the oral reading connected with the experi

ment. Although the plural morpheme was most often read,

just as it was most often used in spontaneous speech, the

morphemes commonly omitted in spontaneous speech were all

more likely to be pronounced in oral reading, perhaps

because the visual stimulus prompted it.

26



Table 7

Percentage of S and 0 Endings that are Read Aloud Correctly

N =27

Morpheme

All Oral

Plural Verb

Reading

with S

89 76

Selected

Sentences

with S

88 76

Selected

Sentences 97 94

with 0

22

Verb

Possessive Copula Possessive

and Copula

66

69

99

87 76

93 77

92 95
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Since a child in school may have had much experience

with being corrected when he failed to articulate a signi-

ficant sound, it seemed possible that the more frequent use

of these sibilants in oral reading might be due, not to re-

cognition of its gramMatical appropriateness, but simply to

a tendency to overcorrect, as though the child threw in

terminal sibilants at random after being so frequently cri-

ticized for leaving them out. Their use in inappropriate

places in spontaneous speech is fairly common in speakers

of Nonstandard Negro English (Labov, 1968) possibly because

of overcorrection. To check whether the greater frequency

of articulation in reading than in speaking was due simply

to a tendency to throw in final sibilants everywhere, we

typed sentences containing equal numbers of words with and

without s endings and compared the number of times a word

with no ending (0) was read as though it ended in s with

the number of times a word ending in s was read with 0.

Instances where 0 might be mistakenly read as s are easy

enough to devise for singular and plural nouns and verbs

simply by including singular nouns or verbs with plural sub-

jects. For negative instances that could be taken for pos-

sessives we used simply noun-noun (e.g., river water) se-

quences and for negative instances of copula, pronouns

followed by verbs (e.g., he couldn't). The bottom rows of

Table 7 show that our subjects read the seleted instances

of s endings about the same way as s endings generally and

that they almost never read s where 0 was appropriate.

28
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Overcorrection then, is not a serious problem. It should

be noted that the oral reading performance of the children

In this class is generally good. Their average score on

the Metropolitan Achievement Test of reading was about at

their grade level.

Reading Comprehension

Articulation of a morpheme in oral reading does not

necessarily imply that the meaning of it is understood by

the reader. To find out whether our subjects could grasp

grammatical meanings from the printed word, we modified

the technique used for oral comprehension by printing the

phrases on separate cards and asking the child to match

the two cards with the correct pictures.

The test was done only at the end of the experimental

series and the pictures used were the same ones the child

had seen five or six weeks earlier on the oral test, s.o

that the children were already familiar with the pictures.

The experimenter said, "Remember the duck and the nurse?

Here are the names of the two pictures. Read them care-

fully, look at the pictures and put each name under the

picture it goes to." After he had placed the cards, the

child was asked to read them aloud. This oral reading

appeared not to be an equivalent of the oral production

test, since the children fixed_ their attention solely on

the printed words and ignored the pictures. Thus the re-

sponse could not be interpreted as "reading aloud with

understanding," and only the placement of the printed

29
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cards was scored as comprehension. Table 8 shows the

mean percentage of correct matches with the printed cards.

All the reading comprehension scores are significantly

different from the 50% chance level. However, the singu-

lar meaning of the verb is signficantly worse than chance,

as though the s ending on the verb were treated as meaning

plural rather than singular. Comprehension based upon the

same test items presented orally at two stages of the ex-

periment is shown for comparison. Because the reading

items are all the same ones used in the oral pretest, the

effect of the particular items was controlled but, al-

though there was no feedback for the pretest, it is pos-

sible that practice had some effect. The verb singular

meaning result is spuriously high in the oral form for the

reason mentioned earlier, that in the oral version the

choice is made for the singular phrase alone and can be

made on the basis of the apparently singular noun without

regard to the verb ending. The reading version had two

cards, both with apparently singular nouns, so the choice

could not be made on that basis alone.

Grammatical Knowledge

It is obvious that children use grammatical forms

they cannot name or interpret in terms of explicit rules.

However, since grammatical statements may be useful in

developing or modifying language skills, it is worthwhile

to know how well children at a given age can de.cribe the
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Table 8

Percentage of Correct Picture-Meaning Choices

with Oral and Printed Sibilant Morphemes

N =27

Verb

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive

Singular Present and Copula

Posttest

Reading 98 :22 78 *89 91 70

Comprehension

Pretest

Oral '94 41 74 72 63 62

Comprehension

Posttest

Oral 96 '63 83 98 81 82

Comprehension
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grammar of Standard English. In this study, the children

in the second grade were asked to explain the meaning of

s endings in two simple sentences which were presented in

typewritten form under a picture illustrating what they

said. The sentences were 7s follows:

The dogs eat the cat's food. The cat says it's hers.

After the child read the sentences aloud, the experiment-

er asked in turn about each s morpheme what it meant in

the context. Table 9 shows a rough classification of the

answers received. Most children were able to state clear-

ly the meaning of the plural. It seems intuitively much

harder to answer the questions as to what the verb and

possessive inflection mean and few acceptable answers

were made. Surprisingly few could say that Is in it's

meant is although intuition suggests that it would be a

fairly obvious answer. A number of answers consisted of

repeating the morpheme itself (repetition) or simply

stating that the s was there (description). These are

separated from the clearly wrong answers, most of which

consisted of interpreting other morphemes as plural.

II. Correlations between Dialect Use

and Educational Achievement

One way to answer the question of what implications

nonstandard English has for education is to examine the

correlations between various dialect measures and stan-

dardized achievement tests. Twenty-three of our subjects

had taken the Metropolitan Achievement Test for word



Table 9

Responses to Questions on Meanings of Morphemes

Morphemes

Response Plural Verb Possessive Copula

Correct 21 0 1 2

Description

5 4

& repetition

Error 0 11 17 9

33
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knowledge and reading about a month before the experiment

began. Table 10 shows the average scores and ranges.

Since the class was at this point just a little more than

halfway through the second grade, their scores are near

grade level. The school authorities described this parti-

cular group as the second best of their six second grade

classes,

Table 10 also shows the correlations between the Me-

tropolitan subtests and several of our dialect measures.

Our scores are for all dialect-related morphemes together,

that is, the combined scores for the verb and possessive

inflections and for the full or contracted copula is, indi-

cating how frequently they were used in speech and oral

reading and how well understood. If the absence of gram-

matical morphemes in Nonstandard Negro English is a serious

problem in education, we would expect some correlation be-

tween use of nonstandard dialect and the achievement tests.

The word knowledge subtests on the Metropolitan require

the child to select one of a set of four' printed words to

match either a picture or a printed word synonym. No sen-

tences are involved and therefore no grammatical morphemes.

Word knowledge was not significantly correlated with either

spontaneous use of grammatical morphemes or any comprehen-

sion measure. The low correlations with use and under-

standing of standard grammatical morphemes imply that dia-

lect use is not primarily a function of any general lin-

guistic ability or general environmental deficit. There
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Table 10

Metropolitan Achievement Test Means

and Correlations with Various Language Measures

Metropolitan Subtests

Knowledge Reading Average

Class Means 2.48 2.72 2.62

Ranges 1.7-3.3 1.7-3.9

Correlations with

Combined Scores for

Dialect-Related Morphemes

Spontaneous Speech. .o6 .41 p<.05 .29

Spontaneous Speech +
.13 .41 p<.05 .33

Context-Cue Test

Picture-Meaning Test

Oral Comprehension + .16 .50 p<.01 .41 $.05

Production

Articulation in
.55 p<.005 .63 pc.005 .68 p<.005

Oral Reading

Picture-Meaning Test
.26 .57 p.005 .50 p<.01

Reading Comprehension

25
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was, however, a significant correlation between pronuncia-

tion of'grammatical morphemes in oral reading and the word

knowledge test. Word knowledge as measured amounts to

reading vocabulary. Oral reading of grammatical morphemes

also showed high correlations with the Metropolitan reading

subtest and the combined Metropolitan scores.

The Metropolitan reading subtest requires reading

whole sentences with understanding and therefore does in-

volve grammatical morphemes. One part requires the child

to select one of three sentences to match what is going on

in a picture. All the sentences contain relevant words,

so the choice cannot be made solely on word recognition.

Some sentence comprehension is required. Another part of

the test shows short passages and has multiple choice

questions asking such things as "When "Where ?it,

and "Who ...?". Scores on the reading subtest are signi-

ficantly correlated with all of our dialect measures. The

more spontaneous uses of the morphemes, including the

context-cue test, are least correlated, the oral compre-

hension next, and the reading scores most highly correlat-

ed. Articulation of the morphemes in oral reading was

best correlated with both Metropolitan subtests and with

the combined measure. One reason for this is that our

oral reading measure was based upon reading of between 36

and .69 words containing one or more of the dialect-

related morphemes whereas the comprehension tests were

based upon between 8 and 19 items. Thus the range of
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scores and the re 1 iabi 1 ity of the ora 1 reading measure is

much greater. It is a 1 so poss i b le that a good reader is

able to devote more attention to the fine points, such as

grammat i cal morphemes, in oral read ing. Thus chi ldren who

have greater word knowledge and better recogn i it ion of the

meaning of printed words, may read the grammat i cal morphemes

better even though they are not particularly superior at

using or comprehending the morphemes themselves.

The correlat ion between spontaneous use of Standard

English and achievement scores suggests that there may be

some value in language instruction for speakers of non-

standard English, but does not i n itse if lead to the con-

clusion that chi ldren must acquire the habit of using

Standard English for everyday communication if they are

to be good learners. The correlation between spontaneous

speech and read ing is barely s i gnificant. We can guess

that spontaneous use depends upon a much less conscious or

explicit kind of grammat ical knowledge than does our

comprehension-production test or any reading measure since

i t is merely part of the natura 1 competence of al 1 speakers

of the language and in no way depends upon hi gh inte 1 1 igence

or upon educat ion. It is primarily the more explicit gram-

mat ical knowledge that correlates with the educat iona 1

achievement measure. Furthermore, from correlation a lone,

we cannot decide which i s cause and which i s effect. I t is

perfect ly possible that 'it is higher school achievement that

makes possible the higher scores on several of our dialect

37
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tests rather than vice versa. These data do not in them-

selves, therefore, point to a policy of teach ing Standard

English grammar as a means of improving educational

achievement.

I I I . The Effects of Training

Design

The learn i ng exper invent consisted of pretests of use

and understand i ng of four sib i lant morphemes fol lowed by

training in the morphemes and a posttest of t he same kind

as the pretest to determine the effect of the train i ng.

The tests cons i sted of 10 oral picture - meaning items (2 for

each morpheme meaning ), 8 context-cue items ( 2 for each

morpheme) and sentences for oral read ing wh i ch conta i ned

2 samp 1 es of each morpheme. Alternate forms of each test

were rotated between pretest and posttest so as to control

for possible differences in their difficulty. The results

reported thus far are the pool ed scores of a 1 1 test items

used, pretests , posttests and test items used in the

training period. In this sect ion we. will describe the

training techn que and report on pretest and posttest

scores separately:

Method

Each sub ject met with the experimenter five times about

half an hour each time at approximate ly one week intervals.

For Sess ion I, the first interview, two chi 1 dren were se-

lected by the teacher as being either spec ia 1 friends or

at leas t compatible persons. The purpose of the in terview
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was to obtain samples of informal spontaneous speech and

oral reading. An oral reading test was given as part of

a board game in which the two children competed. In sub-

sequent sessions each child came alone. In Session II they

took the oral picture-meaning test and the context-cue

test. They were also shown a very interesting book of

r i ddles, which e 1 icited more oral read i ng. Sessions I I I

and IV consisted primari ly of programmed lessons on the

four grammatical morphemes, plural noun and singular verb

inflections i n Session I I I and possess ive and copula n

Session IV. Each teaching program began with a simple

statement about the use of the morpheme with several print-

ed illustrations showing the s in red. The chi ld then had

a ser:es of exercises in which he had to decide whether or

not to put an s with a red marker in a blank provided. Cues

were given in pic tures or in sentence context. All words

used were taken from pr imers used by the children .to learn

reading or were prompted by the experimenter. The chi ld

was prompted throughout the program by the experimenter so

that all blanks not filled correctly at first were cor-
rected. After writing all items the child was asked, to

read them aloud, pronouncing s's carefully. Af ter the

f i 11-ins were two picture-meaning test items, one where

the child entered an s in a blank to match a picture, as

a test of comprehension, and the other an oral pictur'e-

meaning item and, f i n a l ly,' a series of sentences c o n -

t a i n i n g the mcirphemes to be read aloud.
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The program for teaching the plural inflect ion was

given first as an introduction to the idea of this kind of

programming. Since the plural morpheme was used consis

tently by nearly all the children, this program could

hardly teach them much about the use of the morpheme it

self, but it gave them skill and confidence with the pro-

gram method and with the general idea of using s endings

to express meaning. Most of the program items consisted

of pairs of pictures showing one or more than one of some

animal or object and providing the printed word with a

blank at the end of it. The chi ld had to select which

blank to write an s in and then read both titles aloud.

Any errors were corrected. The pictures were colorful,

many of them, traced from the chi ldren?s readers, and they

enjoyed doing the exercises. Some asked for' more and were

del ighted to have the verb program to cont inue.

The verb program began With illustrations showing

pairs of pictures in which either one or more than one

chi ld was doing something. Sentence pa irs under the

pictures showed both noun and verb inflections in red,

e.g., Two boys run . One boy runs. with underlined

blanks to emphasize zero inflect ions. The experimenter

pointed out that when the word boy had an .s on it, the

word run d id not and vice versa. After three i 1 lustre

t ions, the child was shown eight pairs of sentences with

subject nouns printed with or without a red s ending.

The child had to decide which vei-bs requ i red s and enter
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the 1 etter in the b lank. He then read al 1 sentences

aloud. Again the experimenter corrected any errors.

The program for teach i ng the possess ive was g i ven in

Session IV. It began with a statement that "apostrophe s"

is sometimes used to mean that "somebody has someth i ng"

and several i 1 lustrat ive words with pictures. The child

filled in eight blanks in which the posses ive 's was re-

quired and then had a series of sentences with seven

blanks of which only four required the s. The child read

the sentences aloud and was corrected if he used or fai led

to use the verb s correctly.

The copu la program began with sentences contain ing

-ing verbs with blanks in place of the requ i red aux i 1 iary,

for example, One dog runn i ng. After Is had been put

in several such blanks, the experimenter explained that

apostrophes" is sometimes used instead of is and showed

three i 1 lustrat ions w th 's i n red, e.g., It's good. The

exerc i se cons i sted of a ser i es of f i ve pairs of sen tences,

each with one -ing part iciple requiring 's in the pre-

ceding blank and one with a f in ite verb, not requiring

's, e. g. She jumping.. She jumps. All items were

read a loud. by the sub ject and errors corrected by the

experimenter.

I n Session V each chi Id was given the posttest, al-

ternate forms of the same pi cture meaning, context-cue,

and oral reading tests used as pretests. Approximately

equal numbers of chi ldren had each form 'as pretest and as
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posttest to control for the difficulty of individual items.

Four forms of the oral reading test were used, each child

being given three of them in counterba lanced pos itions as

pretest, program items, and posttest.

Results

Table 11 shows various language scores of the chi 1-

dren before and after the grammatical training programs.

For purposes of comparison all scores are given as per-

centages of correct or standard inflect ion responses.

Although no statistical tests were possible for spon-

taneous speech gains, because individual posttest speech

samples were too small, it is obvious that the differences
were small and inconsistent. The same may be said of the

differences in the context-cue scores and of oral read ing,

for which statist ical tests by individual subjects showed

no sign if i cant differences before and after tra in ing.

Since the picture-meaning test was the most explicit and

conscious use of language tested, and s ince the program

was similar to this test in the kind of skills required,
it is not surprising to find all the significant gains in

these scores. A Chi square test of the proport ion of sub-

jects doing better and worse on the posttest than on the

pretest showed a significantly greater number doing better

on all morphemes except plural nouns and singular verbs.

Since all subjects did very well on the plural nouns in

the pretest, there was hardly room for significant gain,
and on the singular meaning of the verb inflect ion, which
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Mean Percentage of Correct or Standard Responses

on Pretest and Posttest Measures*

Morphemes

38

Verb
Language

Plural
scores

Spontaneous:

Verb

Singular Present

Possessive Copula Possessive

and Copula

Pretest 94 43 56 79 63

Posttest' 89 49 5o 8o 68

Context-cue:

Pretest 93 37 61 78 59

Posttest 98 50 70 74 65

Oral reading:

Pretest 85 68. 52 85 65

Posttest 85 67 65 96 72

Picture-meaning:

Pretest 82 4 59 63 22 37

Posttest 93 13 8o** 63*** 62***94***

. .

*A Chi square test based upon the number of individual subjects who

had higher and lower scores on the posttest as compared with the

pretest was made on all gains except spontaneous speech, for which

the posttest individual data were inadequate. Only four were

significant.

**p<.05

***p<.001
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nearly all subjects failed on both tests, it is obvious

that our training had no effect at all.

Discussion

If we explore the reasons for lack of gain on singular

use of verbs, we can eliminate some possibilities. It is

not that programs of this kind in general are ineffective

or that ours was too short, since very similar types of

programs had significant effects on the other morphemes for

the same subjects. It is paradoxical that subjects gained

in their understanding of the verb morpheme as a signal of

tense, since the program dealt exclusively with the number

meaning. Its effect on understanding of tense can have been

only through its emphasis on the existence of s endings.

Obviously the children themselves applied their existing

knowledge of its tense meaning more effectively after the

program had called their attention to sibilant morphemes in

general. These results as a whole confirm the impression

gained from the pooled data, that these various morphemes

differ greatly in their status as part of the children's

language and that the verb ending is psychologically two

different entities according to its meanings of number and

tense.

Comparing the effects of training on the different

types of language performance, it seems safe to say that

our grammatical training has its main influence on explicit

grammatical knowledge and that we have no evidence at all

that it affecto oral language in either speaking or reading
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aloud. The performances that were not affected are ones

in wh ich the meanings of the morphemes are probably less

attended to, that is, are fairly automat ic. They are

unconsciously- directed responses that occur while the

speaker's mind is concentrating on something else, such

as the meaning of what he wants to say. It is possible

but not obvious that much more grammatical train ing might

ultimately have some influence on the more automat ic uses

of language, especially on the high ly control led formal

styles of speak ing. Our context-cue test and ora 1 reading

seem subject to fair ly conscious control, however, and

they have not been significantly affected here either.

Before we undertake large-scale programs of train ing in

Standard Eng 1 ish as a second dialect, it is clear that

we need to set real ist ic .goa 1 s in terms of the kinds of

performances we would expect to change immediately by

such training and the kinds of measures we would use to

determine the effects of the training.

IV. Analysis of Individual Morphemes

It is worthwhile to rev iew the data so far in terms

of each morpheme separately i n order to put together the

evidence for its status in the grammatical competence of

the chi ldren. It is clear that we are measuring several

different dimensions of that competence. For example,

frequency of use does not direct.ly measure the same

thing as understand ing and "understanding" itself is a

concept with more than one meaning. Our.picture-meaning
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test is a measure of one kind of comprehension and expli-

cit grammatical knowledge would be another kind. The ease

of learn ing to understand a morpheme would st i 11 be another

dimension. Educationa 1 decisions about how and when to

teach a particular form might depend upon the whole pattern

of competence rather than upon any one measure.

Plural

Labov (1968) found the plural Z well established in

the language of his ma le teenage subjects. About 10%

omissions occurred among his groups and a hi gh proportion

of these omissions occurred for certain specific words:

cent and year. He concluded that these words together

with the phonological ly determined omission of final con-

sonants accounted for most plural morpheme omissions, and

therefore that its status in the grammar was almost the

same as in Standard Eng 1 ish.

Our results are consistent with h is estimate of the

status of the plural Z. Table 12 shows high scores for

plural on all our measures. Omissions in spontaneous

speech are even less than Labov's 10%. Only 6 of our 27

individual sub jects had more than 15% omissions and none

over 33%. The fact that plura ls were read aloud and well

understood in the picture-mean ing test both i n speak ing

and writing also confirms their status in the language.

Our subjects even overcorrected to conform to standard

pluralization rules. When they were shown pictures of

several sheep and several deer respect i vely and asked what
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Table 12

Mean Percentages of Correct or Standard Responses for All Morphemes

on All Tests

Plural

Morphemes

Verb Possessive Copula

Verb

Possessive

Test Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous

speech
93 44 55 79 64

Context-cue

test
100 48 66 77 6o

Oral

reading
89 76 66 87 76

Picture-meaning

Comprehens ion

only
96 57 86 88 76 75

Comprehension
88 76 11-6

Production

Reading

comprehension
98 '22 78 89 91 70

Metropolitan

mean
Word knowledge: 2.48 Reading: 2.72
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these were, all but three subjects responded, "sheeps" and

all but one said, "deers." Most of them were able to ex-

plain i n words the meaning of the plural morpheme. When

asked what the s on dogs meant 17 made clear that they

understood it to mean plural, e.g., "lotta dogs," "two

dogs," "more than one dog," etc. No one misinterpreted it.

It is puzzling that teachers commonly report omission

of plural Z as a problem with black children. Possibly

what they observe is simply omission of terminal sibi lant

morphemes, and, since the plural is the first such ending

that usually comes to mind, they may conclude erroneously

that it is primarily plurals that are missing. One other

condition for omission of a few plurals showed in our re-

sults. A riddle in the book used for oral reading and

entertainment during the experiment (Cerf, 1967) asked,

"How can you keep f i s h from smelling?" The answer pr inted

in the book was, "Cut off their noses." Most of the chil-

dren read "nose." At a later session the experimenter

asked each child, "How can you keep 'fish from smell ing?"

and all 26 tested again omitted the plural morpheme on

If
nosd' in their answer.. Asked "How can you keep owls from

thinking?" 17 out of 2& answered, "Cut off their head,"

w ithout the plural Z. Several also reported that when

t he class had visited Santa Claus, "He gave us a lollypop."

These observat ions suggest the chi ldren perceive this

"one apiece" core text as requiring a singular noun, as in

French. Since the plural is used there by many (though
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not a l l ) speakers of Standard English, it may be that some

seeming omissions of the plural are the result of this

difference in usage.

Verb Singular

Labov found the third person singular verb inflection

the 1 east used of the Z i n f l e c t i o n s , ranging in various

groups from 0 to 50% frequency. He concluded that there

is no third person s i ngular inflect i on in Nonstandard

Negro English, citing as confirmation several other ob-

servat ions which suggest his speakers were entirely un-

aware of any need for it. For example, his subjects had

no tendency to increase its use in more formal styles of

speech (as they did with the copula) , no tendency to pro-

nounce it more frequently preceding a word beginning with

a vowel, and a random pattern of hypercorrect ion, that is,

insert ion of Z on inappropriate verbs. Our subjects were

much 1 ike his in their use of. Z on verbs in spontaneous

speech and induction. Ours averaged less than 50% even

though some individua is used it regu larly. They d id

better in oral reading, when the letter s was before their

eyes in print, with 76% articulation of the verb Z. On

the picture-meaning measures our results were consistent

with Labov's conclusion as long as we consider only the

singular meaning of the morpheme. Only 8% of these items

were responded to completely correct ly. One psychological

basis of the difficulty of: this morpheme is shown in the

children's reaction to these items. Many of them clearly
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revealed that they were giving their entire attention to
the noun in the sentence in.determining number. They

would ask the experimenter to repeat the noun only, or in
their production they would make a distinction between
the nouns in the two sentences but not in the verbs. The

subjects and verbs in the sentences had been chosen w i th

the intention of obscuring the noun plural inflection.
Sheep and deer were selected because in adult Standard
English they are the same in the singular and plural. The

sentences with cat and rabbit as subjects had verbs begin-

n ing with unvoiced s so that subject and verb could be run

together in both singular and plural in order to obscure
the difference. The chi ldren d id their best to thwart

both methods of equating singular and plural nouns. All
but one subject added Z to one or both of the words sheep
and deer i n their product ion of the plural-mean ing sen-
tences. (The one who omitted the Z was one who used the

plural only 75% of the time spontaneously.) Many of them

carefully pronounced cats and rabbits separately from the

verb. Since we always presented the Z inflected sentence
as the one to be selected in the picture-meaning test for
comprehens ion, th is reliance on the noun would lead to a

correct choice of picture in the case of the sheep and
deer items. In other words, the quest ion "Which picture
is The deer drinks?" would imply singular since the noun
was uninflected. The average Humber of correct picture

choices in comprehension of the verb Z was much higher
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than the number completely correct on both comprehension

and product ion. In the posttest, for sheep-deer items

on 1y, "correct" choices in comprehension a lone exceeded

chance expectation (Ch i square = 7.3; p<.01). El even

sub jects improved i n comprehension of these part icular

items between pretest and posttest and al 1 eleven them-

selves pronounced Z on the subject nouns in their produc-
t ion of plurals. Only one also improved on comprehens ion

and production together. Obviously they comprehend the

noun PI inflection rather than the verb Z. In their expl i-
cit grammatical judgments, they showed no understanding.

Given the sentence, The cat says it's hers, they were

asked to tel 1 what the s on says meant. None ment ioned

singular or present tense and six interpreted it as plural,
"more than one.cat" or "the cat says more than one thing."

Our assessment of the verb inflection is complicated,

however, by the results, of the picture-meaning comprehen-

sion test of this same inf I ect ion as a clue to tense.

Singular meaning is not understood; present meaning is

quite well understood. Obviously we cannot speak of

"comprehension" of the verb morpheme as a whole but must

speak of comprehension only relative to specific meanings.

The gain in understanding of the present meaning after

training with singular mean ing suggests that, the effect

of the training was simply to call attention to the mor-

pheme and thus enhance the child's ability to use know-

ledge he already had about present tense meaning. The
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pretest itself may also have served as teaching, although

no feedback on correctness was given. Compar ing compre-

hension with spontaneous speech, we find the morpheme

used on fewer than half the occasions when it was re-

quired. If we conclude that i t is used to express pre-

sent mean ing but not number, we would expect a large

number of hypercorrect ions, that is, Z used with inappro-

priate subjects with present tense mean ing. Our records

actual ly show extremely few hypercorrect ions. Labov

found more hypercorrect ions, but he reported that they

tended to be characteristic of certain i ndiv i duals.

Possibly we have few such individuals or possibly hyper-

correct i on is not so common in younger children. At any

rate, despite their more frequent use of the possessive

and contracted copula than of the verb inflection, they

rarely used the verb Z erroneous ly after plura is or of ter

first and second person pronouns. This suggests that at

some less explicit leve 1 of consciousness our subjects

do have some degree of comprehension of singular mean i ng

that would account for their ability to confine their in-

frequent use of the ending to appropriate subjects. Th is

hypothesis of a subconscious competence with a rule is

supported by our finding that Standard English speak ing

wh ite ch i 1 dren and even adults, score less' than perfect ly

on our comprehens ion" test of s ingularcmeaning. The

test is a difficult one even. for individuals who regu-

lar ly use the third singular 7. correctly. One hypothesis
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to explain the relative difficulty of the singular as com-

pared with the present tense comprehension is that in

English it is normal to expect that number will be sig-

naled by nouns and that tense will be signaled by verbs.

It is reported above that our subjects showed an unmis-

takable interest in the noun subjects despite our efforts

to make the nouns indistinguishable as to number. Thus

they purposely turned their attention away from the element

that was supposed to be crucial in their decision. The

natural redundancy of the language usually makes this an

effective strategy. On the other hand, the verb is the

normal place to look for a cue to tense in English. Evi-

dence that our subjects do know how to select verbs accord-

ing to the number of the subject comes from an introductory

exercise in our program for teaching the copula. They were

shown a printed sentence "one cat running," and asked

to decide whether is or are went in the blank. Only three

of our subjects selected are. One of these was the one

with the lowest score on use of the verb Z. Another spon-

taneously changed to is before she wrote the answer. In

spontaneous speech these subjects pronounced are in full

or contracted form only about 50% of the, time as compared

with 70% for is. Are was almost never used where is would

be appropriate (less than 1%) and is occurred instead of

are about 15% of the time. Thus the effect of a singular

or plural subject on the. verb element in a sentence is

fairly well differentiated in the case, of the copula. It

53.
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is consistent with our data, then, to suggest that our

subjects understand subject-verb agreement in general but

regard the Z morpheme as entirely optional. This would

account for their frequent omission and their failure to

insert Z inappropriately.

Possessive

Labov found the possessive morpheme used roughly 50%

of the time in attributive position before the noun and

concluded that there was no underlying attributive posses-

sive in the nonstandard,dialect. However, the absolute

possessive, occurring in final position without the noun,

e.g., "that house is my mother's," was always used. Our

results are very similar. Although the attributive pos-

sessive is not as frequent in ordinary. speech as plural

nouns, singular verbs and copulas, we did have 17 subjects

who spontaneously used it at least three times and all

individual and correlation data are based on them. The

mean percentage of possessive Z based on all subjects is

50%. Absolute possessives were rarer with only 28 in-

stances spread among our 27 subjects. Of these 24 or 86%

included the Z morpheme.

Contrasting with spontaneous use, comprehension was

higherfor the possessive than any other dialect-related

morpheme tested. Our subjects understood the distinction

between such minimal pairs as the man teacher and the man's

teacher quite well, even before ow- training program and

almost perfectly afterward. This suggests that under-
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standing this particular standard morpheme is not a prob-

lem for these children. On those few occasions where it

is not redundant with word order they can easily interpet

it.

Oral reading of the possessive was relatively low on

the other hand. The fact that it is printed with an apos-

trophe and a space between it and the word does not account

for the problem because the same applies to the copula,

which is nearly always read aloud. The low percentage in

oral reading is probably due instead to an accident of

selection of possessives for our reading materials. In

order to observe the effect of a sibilant terminal conso-

nant, requiring an extra syllable allomorph to form the

possessive, half the words for the oral reading tests were

selected with andhalf without terminal sibilants. By

accident all the sibilant words ended either in s or z

sounds and many standard speakers form the possessive of

these words without the added syllable z, e.g., Mr.

Charles' house. Thus our subjects read only 25% of these

words with a separate syllable for the possessive: With

non-sibilant endings, the possessive was read aloud 85%

of the time. Thus the low percentage relative to the

copula is due entirely to the choice of sibilant endings.

The possessive was relatively easy to elicit. by a

specific question such as we used in our context-cue test.

The experimenter said, "If the girl has an elephant, we

say it's the stopping in mi.d-sentence to wait for
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the child to fill in girl's elephant or girl elephant.

Under these conditions the possessive morpheme was used

an average of 70% of the time. On the other hand children

did not verbalize correctly about it, perhaps partly because

they lacked the necessary vocabulary. Asked to explain

the meaning of 's in the cat's food..., 12 of them ex-_
plained it as plural, for example, as "more than one

cat" or a "lotta food." Only two gave answers like "It's

the cat's food," which sounded as though they might be

trying to express possession.

We conclude that with regard to the possessive mor-

pheme these children are bi-dialectal, that is, they use

it only half the time themselves on the average but they

understand it implicitly quite well and can also use it

correctly themselves if called upon to do so. The task

of the teacher of second dialect, then, is to make the

children sensitive to situations where it should be used

rather than to teach them what it means.

Copula

The status of the copula in the language of speakers

of nonstandard Negro English was also assessed by Labov.

He concluded that the copula is present in the underlying

structure of the language, and that its absence from many

sentences is the result of a rule extending the Standard

English rule for contraction to allow for optional dele-

tion also. Our uliervntions confirm his findings in that

our subjects always used the full form is in contexts
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where contraction is impossible in Standard English and

nc individual used it fewer than 2 times out of 10 pos-

sible occasions in contexts where it may be contracted.

It is the most used of our three dialected-related

morphemes, averaging 80% for all subjects. It is also

most often articulated in oral reading and understood

in reading comprehension. The only measure in which the

copula use is low relative to the other morphemes is in

the picture-meaning test score based on both compre-

hension and production. In comprehension alone (se-

lecting the correct picture to match the phrase with the

copula) scores were much closer to those of the other

dialect-related morphemes (Table 12). It was in using

the copula in naming the pictures that the frequency fell.

Comparing the performances before and after the teaching

program, where they were drilled on using the contraction

of is, we find a larger gain than for any other morpheme,

although total use is still relatively low (Table 11).

It is as though they learned to increase their use of the

copula in this context, but retained the optional char-

acter of it.

Whatever the,status of the copula in their under-

lying competence, the meaning of the contracted copula

was not easily verbalized. After reading the phrase

The cat says it's hers, they were asked to tell what the

's meant in it's. Only 2 of the 27 were able to say it

meant is.
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V. Idiolects: The Languages of Individual Children

Introduction

A report on a language shared by any group of people

gives a false impression of uniformity, as though there

were some average pattern from which all deviations were

accidental or unimportant. Showing the average use of

each morpheme for the whole group implies that the pattern

of relative frequency for each child is similar to that of

the group, when in fact it is not.

There is no such thing as "the child's" language or

even "the Negro child's" language. Every child is an in-

dividual. Each has his own version of the language, dis-

tinguishable from others. Each has his own personality,

mannerisms and opinion of the experimental situation. Many

of these differences are lost in discussions of averages

and correlations,. The following sketches of individual

children are presented. in order to counteract the over-all

impression of sameness that is given by a general report

and to keep.the data anchored in the.reality they repre-

sent. In addition, however, individual data.add information

that cannot be represented by averages, for example, about

the variety of scores on'different measures that are pos-

sible in one individual and the way in which one character-

istic may explain another. For each child we will give

the experimenter's impression of his or her personality

and motivation in the test situation, a table showing

this individual's unique pattern of scores together with
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comment on his individual language, or idiolect, comparing

it with the pattern of averages shown in Table 13. Fi-

nally, there will be a brief summary of such information

as is known about his or her school achievement.

Most of the 17 children were born in New York city

and have at least one parent from the Southeast. Excep-

tions are two whose families are from Antigua, two with

native New York parents, one from Louisiana, and one from

the Virgin Islands.

Bennie Smith (Table 14)

Personality and Test Motivation: Bennie was not

talkative with the experimenter, though his teacher de-

scribed him as playful. He responded willingly but with-

out enthusiasm or unnecessary comment.. He was a little

cautious, especially after making an error, and he seemed

always to be trying to "do well."

Language: In spontaneous speech Bennie used the full

or contracted copula most of the time but on 15 singular

verbs never once used the Z inflection. In oral reading,

however, he almost always pronounced both. His comprehen-

sion on the oral picture-meaning test of the singular

meaning of the verb inflection was zero, but he did well

with the present meaning. In the reading form he scored

correctly on both meanings, as he did on all other morphemes.

School Achievement: Bennie was a good reader, ahead

of his'grade level according to the Metropolitan Reading

subtest and by his teacherls,judgment, though his word

59.
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Table 13

Mean Correct or Standard Responses for All Morphemes

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 93 44 55 79 64

Context-cue 100 48 66 77

Oral Reading 89 76 66 87 76

Picture-meaning*

Oral pretest** 1.6 .1 1.2 1.3 .4 2.96

Oral posttest **l.9 .3 1.6 1.9 1.3 5.00

Reading
2.0 1.2 1.6 2.0 1.6 6.40

comprehension

Metropolitan. Word knowledge: 2,48 Reading: 2.72,

*Maximum possible score on picture-meaning tests is 2 for individual

morphemes and 8 for combined dialect-related morphemes.

**Oral test scores are number of items in which both comprehension

and production were completely correct.
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Table 14

Bennie Smith's Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb

Language
Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive

Measures
Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 91 00 84 46

Context-cue 88 21 50 70 40

Oral Reading 91 95 79 93 89

Picture-meaning
2 0

Oral Pretest

1 1 1 3

Oral Posttest 1 0 2 2

Reading
2 2 2 2 2

Comprehension

Metropolitan: Word Knowledgc: Reading: 3.4 Age: 8 yr 4 mo

61
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knowledge score was no better than grade level.

Sonia Vesey (Table 15)

Personality and Test Motivation: Sonia was business-

like and fairly confident. Her teacher described her as

a worker. She approached the tests and program with cau-

tion, trying hard to be correct and complete, as though

to protect herself from exposure, but neither in great

fear nor in self-display. She said no more than necessary

and was a little tense.

Language: In speech Sonia used the copula always,

reflecting perhaps her formal style, but was much less

consistent with the verb and possessive. However, she

gave the verb ending in the context-cue test situation

and used it in oral reading. The possessive Z was less

frequent in both these other tests. There was no sign of

understanding the singular meaning of the verb inflection,

whereas she had no trouble with the present meaning, the

possessive or the copula.

School Achievement: Sonia was the best reader in the

class according to the Metropolitan test, which showed her

well above grade level. She was also somewhat above grade

level in word knowledge, and her teacher called her work

good or excellent in everything.

Sammy Nelson (Table 16)

Personality and Test Motivation: Sammy was business-

like in manner. He was neither talkative nor reticient.

He dressed well and talked about his clothes with interest.
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Table 15

Sonia Vesey's Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 98 6o 43 100 67

Language

Context-cue 100 100 67 100 94

Oral Reading 97 96 81 100 92

Picture-meaning
2 0 2 2 1 5

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 2 2 2 6

Reading
2

Comprehension
2 2 2 7

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge: 3.0 Reading: 3.9 Age: 7 yr 11 mo

63
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Table 16

Sammy Nelson's Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 93 50 73 83 77

Context-cue 78 50 83 75 62

Oral Reading 80 88 78 100 88

Picture-meaning

1 0 1 2 .1 4
Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 0 2 1 3

Reading

2 1 2 2 2 7
Comprehension

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge: 2.4 Reading: 2.9 Age: 7 yr.6 mo
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He also wanted to color some of the test pictures. His

teacher called him rough and aggressive. He had a temper

and disruptive friends, she said.

Language: He used the copula more than the other

d i a lect-related morphemes, though his use of the other two

was only a little above average. The context-cue test

showed fewer Z morphemes than hi s spontaneous speech, a

reversal of the usual pattern. He didn't comprehend either

mean ing of the verb inflect ion i n the oral test and was

less than perfect in the copula. However, he d id better

in the reading form.

School Achievement: Sammy was a 1 i tt le above grade

level on the Metropolitan reading subtest but a little
below on word knowledge. His teacher described most of

his work as only fair.

Sandra Baker (Table 17)

Personality and Test Motivat ion: Sandra joked around

and frequently interrupted the experimental procedure with
her own remarks. She seemed to be showing that she wasn't

real ly try ing in order not to have to take responsibility
for mistakes, since she d id this especial ly when she real ly

didn't understand what was going on. She seemed to be

making conversation with some gai ety as though t o escape

the work, but without any serious resistance. She was

quite enthusiastic about doing some tasks.

Language: Sandra's language was relatively non-

standard, although she was not below average on the verb
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Sandra Baker's Language Scores

Morphemes

61.

Verb
Language

Measures

Spontaneous

Plural Verb Possessive Copula

Singular Present

100 33

Possessive

and Copula

32

Context cue 100 36. 0 38 29

Oral Reading 93 78 75 91 8o

Picturemeaning
1 0 2 1 0

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 2 2 1. 5

Reading
2 0 2 2

Comprehension

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge: 24.0 . Reading: 3.2 Age: 7 yr 9 mo

66
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Z. She seemed more at ease than most, so perhaps her in

formal ity accounted for her frequent omiss i on of copula

and possess i ve. She left them out i n induct ion, too, how

ever, though in her oral read ing they were more frequent.

Her comprehension of the possessive was much higher than

her use of it would suggest. She seemed to understand

the present meaning of the verb, but not the singu 1 ar at

all. Her read ing comprehens i on was high except for the

singu I at-,

School Achievement: Sandra's Metropol itan reading

score was above grade level, though word knowledge was

much be low. Her teacher ca 1 led her work good in everyth !n g.

Kevin Neal (Table 18)

Persona l i ty and Test Mot i vati on : Kevin was try ing to

use the exper imental sessions as an opportunity for fun

and games. In the in itial session with Gary Norman he

gave some trenchant criticism of the dramat ic qual i ty of

some children's television programs but was no match for

Gary in assert ivenss. His teacher said he was immature,

boisterous, and disruptive, a fighter.

Language: As for the pretest for comprehension in

the second session, he frequently gave his attention to

the wrong word so that the d istinct ions baffled him. He

tried to get cues from the experimenter about what was

right and, fa i 1 ing that, showed wear i ness with the whole

thing. He didn't real ly understand the purpose of the

contextcue test, either. '111;5 fai 1111 e to grasp the tests
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Table 18

Kevin Neal is Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

. Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 91 5 22 14

Context-cue 100 253 18 25

Oral Reading 93 77 la 65 65

1?icture-meaning
0 0 1

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2

Reading

Comprehension

2

2 0 0

0

2

0 1

0 5

2 4

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge: 3.0 Reading: 2.5 Age: 7 yr 7 mo
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i s understandable i n v i ew of the low status of a 1 1 the

d ialect-related morphemes in his own speech. He had no

trouble with the plural tests because they made sense in

terms of h is own language. After the t raining he seemed

to have made some progress with understanding the posses-

s ive, but the other morphemes were uncertain.

School Achievement : Kevin is a member of a one-third

minority of the class who did better i n the Metropol i tan

word know ledge subtest than in reading, but he was on ly

slightly below grade level in the latter. His teacher

c a l led h i s work good in everything except read ing and

spelling, neither of which she mentioned.

Larry Dodson (Table 19)

Personal ity and Test Mot i vat ion: Larry was apathetic

about the pretest, uncertain what he was supposed to do.

On the posttest he seemed willing but not eager, alert and

maybe mildly interested but his tone suggested occasional ly

that he thought the answer was obvious. Larry's calm be-

havior during the testing is in contrast with the way he

acted when he was intery iewed with VJi 1 1 lam Hunt. He was

strongly influenced by Wi 1 liam who in turn is a serious

behavior problem in class, to the point where he was sus-

pended for a few weeks. William dominated Larry in the

interview, making him go first with the microphone and

then answering for him quite a b it. Larry submitted and

on ly asserted himself in the read kg contest, where he

clearly outdid William. Larry identified his "best fight"
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Larry Dodson's Language Scores

Morphemes

65

Verb
La nguage

Plural Verb
Measures

Singular

Possessive Copula

Present

Possessive

and Copula

Spontaneous 91 33 50 44

Context-cue 89 29 83 50 45

Oral Reading 100 56 38 44 48

Picture-meaning
1 0 1 2 0 3

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 2 2 1 5

Reading
2 0 2 2 6

Comprehension

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge: -- Reading: -- Age: 8 yr 11 mo
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as one in which William beat him.

Language: Larry was somewhat below average in spon-

taneous use of standard morphemes, although his context-cue

test suggested he was able to use the possessive ending when

he felt he needed it. He used no contracted copulas in his

standard speech so that his 50% for copulas were exclusive-

ly full forms and, during the program on the contracted is

he seemed not to know what the contraction was all about.

He used fewer sibilant morphemes in oral reading than most,

though his comprehension scores were similar to most.

School Achievement: Larry is an emotional problem. He

keeps to himself, sometimes staying in the classroom when

the class goes elsewhere and sometimes just wandering. around

the school building alone. His teacher checked him as un-

satisfactory in getting along, obedience, responsibility,

attention, self-control, and participation. She said he

was stubborn, had a temper, demanded attention, and was not

working up to capacity. He was absent for the Metropolitan

test, but she rated him unsatisfactory on most subjects,

fair in reading and writing and good in oral work. This

was his second try at the second grade.

Gary Norman (Table 20)

Personality.and TestMotivation: Gary regarded the

experimental sessions as a privilege and wanted to postpone

his return to class as long as possible. He was concerned

about getting his turn again next week. He said he liked

to come and wanted to know if the experimenter liked it
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Table 20

Gary Norman's Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 100 52 57 55

Context-cue 100 50 100 100 73

Oral Reading 94 96 72 80 86

Picture-meaning
2 1 2 2 1 6

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 1 2 2 1 6

Reading

Comprehension

Metropolitan:

2 1 2 2 2 7

Word Knowledge: -- Reading: -- Age: 8 yr 1 mo
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too. He worked very carefully and talked a good deal about

the tasks, what things were hard, why he chose certain re-

sponses. Another aspect of Gary was his competitiveness.

He always wanted to know if he had "won" even in the later

sessions, when he wasn't playing against anyone. Part of

his concern about getting his turn was getting his share

of the experimenter's attention.

Language: Gary's language was slightly above average

on the verb Z and slightly below on the copula. He ex-

plained spontaneously for The cat sleeps that the s on

sleeps means that there was only one cat. He answered

that item correctly in reading comprehension while missing

The sheep pushes. It had been the opposite with the same

two items given orally on the pretest: he pronounced sleep

with no s for both pictures, whereas he had correctly said

The sheep pushes and The sheeps push. He only used one

possessive spontaneously and pronounced the Z, but he didn't

always articulate it in oral reading. However, he produced

it consistently in the context-cue test and understood it

perfectly, as he also did the tense meaning of the verb Z.

The copula puzzled him a little. For He's eight he se-

lected the picture of the man who had just eaten rather

than the man with the number 8 on his jersey. Then he in-

terpreted the former as "He's ate already," and the latter

as "He is eight." Apparently, "He's ate" is understood as

"He has ate," a possible form in his dialect. The other

copula item he missed was He won and He's one, also subject

"Ve3
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to the same ambiguity. He matched the correct pictures

in the reading comprehension for both He('s) cut and Che('s)

pushed although the same ambiguity with has exists in thos2

items. His lower score on spontaneous use of the copula

is due mostly to the first session when he was talking

excitedly about television with a friend present. In

later sessions, when he was talking very carefully, his

use was about average.

School Achievement: The teacher graded Gary as good

in most subjects, but gave no grade in reading, nor was

he present for the Metropol i tan. She also described him

as lively, bright, charming, cheerful, and "all boy."

Ola Mae Talbot (Table 21)

Personality and Test Motivation: Ola Mae is a lively

little girl, but she was somewhat dominated by Grace who

was interviewed with her. She let Grace interrupt her and

talked noticeably more softly herself. She was defensive

when Grace taunted her about her "countrified" speech.

Ola Mae said proudly she was born in Seidenham (a New York

hospital), but Grace made fun of the way she said "born,"

and Ola Mae gave up the fight. She was also notably cowed

when Grace openly doubted her veracity about a movie she

had seen.

Language: In the testing Ola Mae tried hard even

when she didn't catch on to the point. She sometimes

talked very formally and this may be what brought her

spontaneous speech to a relatively standard level compared
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Table 21

Ola Mae Talbot's Language Scores

Morphemes
Verb

Language
Plural Verb Possessive. Copula Possessive

Measures
Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 94 50

Context-cue 100 12

Oral Reading 81 38

Picture-meaning
2 0

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2

Reading

Comprehension

0

2 0

95 77

43 90 41

36 83 49

1 2 1 1.

0 2 2

1 2 5

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge; - Reading: - Age: 8 yr 1 mo
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with her context-cue test, oral read ing, and picture-

mean ing comprehension. She was very standard in her use

of the copula and a 1 ittle above average with h the verb in-

flect ion, but in the more conscious tests of the verb she

was very low. With the possessive she understood i t well,

but pronounced it in the context-cue and ora 1 reading much

less frequent ly than average. She re jected the grammati-

cal explanation of the verb Z, that you use s when there's

only one cat running. "When more than one person run, you

put s on it," she ins isted. Her reputation with Grace

for be ing "countrified" may be based upon her phonology

or upon her use of a very informal style in other s i tua-

tions or possibly simply upon the fact that, relative to

Grace, she was less standard.

School Achievement: Ola Mae's teacher says she is

eager but quiet, inclined to play al one and frequent ly

sent. Possibly her "countr if led" speech gives her low status

with the group. However, her work is good i n everything

except reading, where she is a little behind.

Lena Kelly (Table 22)

Personal i t y and Test M o t i v a t i o n : Lena was a beautiful

girl and knew i t. She was constant ly being told it, and

she had once won a beauty contest. She marched at the head

of the class 1 i ne always and was persistently eager to be

chosen every time the experimenter came to get someone.

Boys in the class argued over who would "marry" her and

several mentioned her as their "girl friend." She was
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Table 22

Lena Kelly's Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula -Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 87. '71 33 814. 78

Context-cue 100 i.3 100 .100 71

Oral Reading 94 83 82 93 86

Picture-meaning

1 2 1
Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 2 2

Reading

Comprehension

2 1 7

2' 0 2

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge: 3.0 Rending: 3.6 Age: 8 yr 0 mo
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diligent and confident in her answers, though often made

seemingly careless errors. She was more concerned with

correct pronunciation than with meaning. She showed

neither initiative nor enthusiasm, but complete willing-

nessto perform, as though to display her ability. The

teacher said she was bright and artistic. Possibly her

ballet lessons and general talent for display contribute

to this reputation.

Language: She used the copula spontaneously more

than average, the verb inflection.much more, but the pos-

sessive much less. On the other hand she did not catch

on to the context-cue test for the verb well but gave per-

fectly standard responses on both possessive and copula.

Her comprehension was quite high, except on the verb

singular and her oral reading was better than average.

School Achievement: Although Lena's Metropolitan

reading score was well above grade level, she was a little

behind the class in the reading series. However, she was

rated as good or good-to-excellent in all other subjects.

Freddy Barker (Table 23)

Personality and Test Motivation: Freddy was a little

performer. He was regarded as cute and knew it. His

manners were formal and confident. He was pleased with

himself but not aggressive. He boaSted about his.sW1 in

"making bell bottoms" for his mother and sister. He said

he was taking ballet lessons and learning to dance on his

toes "like the other girls do." He mentioned that his

.78
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Tab le 23

Freddy Barker's Language Scores

Language
Plural

Measures

Spontaneous 100

Context-cue 100

Morphemes

Verb

Verb Possessive Copula Possessive

Singular Present and Copula

64 100 96 87

76 83 100 84

Oral Reading' 89 93 94 100 95

Picture-meaning
2 0 2 1 1

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest

Reading

Comprehension

0

2 0 2

2 2

2 2

Metropolitan: Word. Knowledge: 2.3 Reading: 3,2 Age: 7 yr 9 mo

79
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mother said he cou 1 d be a tailor, but he also wanted to

be a "parade boy" and wear fancy un i forms while he played

horns and drums. He knew the game of education, tried

hard, knew what teachers wanted and wanted to perform cor-

rect ly. He was quite good at the nominal i zat ion task and

en joyed the joke book in h is own qu iet way. He sang to

himself when he was not busy answer ing quest ions, a del i-

cate little boy, qu iet but not timid and not lack ing in

initiative.

Language: Freddy's spontaneous language was quite

standard in al 1 measures, though he did not understand the

verb singular mean i ng at a l l . His high scores were per-

haps due to his formal sty le.

School Achievement: Freddy was below h is grade in

word knowledge. somewhat but above in read ing. The teacher

rated h i m good i n some sub jects and fair i n others i n -

c l u d i n g read i n g and commented on h i s low word knowledge.

Bobby Simmons (Table 24)

Personality and Test Motivation : Bobby was cautious,

careful, fearful of error, lacking confidence in h is judg-

ment or safety. His teacher said the others teased him

often and he cried. He was a l i t t l e overweight, s low

working, and clumsy. His manners were formal and he liked

to pontificate at length. His teacher said he was immature

and demanding of attention. It seemed as though he must

be under great pressure to be a perfect gent leman, perhaps

with threat of damnat ion if he strayed even slightly. He
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Table 24

Bobby Simmons' Language Scores

Morphemes

76

Verb
Language

Measures

Spontaneous

Plural Verb

Singular.

99 88

Possessive Copula

Present

100 97

Possessive

and Copula

Context-cue 100 93 50 88, 86.

Oral Reading 91 90 67 100 811.

Picture-meaning
2 0 2 2

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 2 2 0

Reading

2 2 1 5
Comprehension

Me 6rupolitan; . Word Know] pd ge.: ReFtritng; - Age: 8 yr 3 mo
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had learned to cope with the adult angels of the Lord but

not with the young devils around him. He tried very hard

on the tests, but hated to commit himself when he wasn't

sure.

Bobby tried in the interview to unburden himself

about the negative way he felt about his class, but Sammy

interrupted to disagree. Sammy defended their class as

one of the best and in particular referred to their first

grade teacher, Miss Cohen. Bobby immediately joined in

the ecstatic praise of Miss Cohen and both agreed that the

whole class had wept to leave her at the end of the year.

Bobby's discontent with today disappeared in nostalgia for

the first grade. There were no complaints about the pre

sent teacher, Miss Brown, but Miss Cohen had been an angel

of mercy who visited them when they were sick and earned

their love when they were well.

During experimental sessions when he was alone, Bobby

more than once asked permission to tell the tape recorder

at length some of his ideas. His sermonizing was somewhat

authoritarian. He described at length a method for over

coming poverty by sending one's children out with orders

to return with a given amount of money. He liked the tele

vision program "Generation Gap" but felt that the older

generation was generally right.

Language: Bobby's language was very standard on all

morphemes. He didn't quite get the idea of the context

cue test for the possessive and his intonation suggested

62
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that he was using the possessive word as an adjective

rather than as a .possessive. Thus, when asked, "If the

cat has an umbrella, we say it's the...." he replied,

"Cat umbrella," sounding like an umbrella made for a cat's

use rather than an umbrella belonging to a cat.

School Achievement: Bobby's teacher described him

as very bright and rated his work good in all subjects.

Sammy Norton (Table 25)

Personality and Test Motivation: Sammy was naturally

confident, not shy or affected. He worked hard at the

tasks but was not strained or threatened. However, when

the tasks required a bit too much effort, like reading,

at which he was not good, or when he thought he was doing

badly, he whined and wanted to quit. However, he yielded

to persuasion to continue. Sometimes he acted very pleased

with himself when he succeeded at something he had. thought

he would fail.. Sammy was much more dominant than Bobby in

the interview.

Language: Sammy was much above average in spontane-

ous use of the verb Z, but much below on the possessive.

However, the. context -cue test brought out his possessive

better than it did his verb ending. Considering his

backwardness in reading generally, his oral reading per-

formance was very good on dialect-related morphemes. His

picture-meaning comprehension was good except for the verb

singular and the copula. He had some trouble with the

verb Z and possessive in oral reading as with most other
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Table 25

Sammy Norton's Language Scores

Morphemes

VerbLanguage

Plural Verb Possessive Copula PossessiveMeasures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 100 67 25 76 67

Context-cue 100 58 67 100 70

Oral Reading 94 72 67 91 75

Picture-meaning

2 0 2 2 0 4Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 2 2 2 6

Reading

2 0 2 2 1 5Comprehension

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge: 1.9 Reading: 1.7 Age: 7 yr 10 mo
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aspects of reading.

School Achievement: The teacher's ratings reflected

his troubles with reading. She called him good on social

behavior and work habits but only fair at reading and

oral and written expression. The Metropolitan showed him

well below grade level in both word knowledge and reading.

Debra Nash (Table 26)

Personality and Test Motivation: Debra used a very

formal style of speech in the interview, as though she

were playing a role and carefully avoiding any mistakes

in language. When Bettye played a game of interviewing

her, Debra told of her baby brother's death by fire in the

same formal way with only a low voice and a grave tone to

reflect the emotion of the situation. In the test situa-

tion she did not seem intimidated, just very careful, at-

tending more to the way she said things than to what they

meant. She tried hard, but seemingly not for the sake of

the task but to show the experimenter she was capable.

Only once in the later session did she relax her manner

of speech to report a little classroom gossip. Her

nonstandard forms were more frequent then.

Language: Debra's formality showed in her spontane-

ous speech with nearly consistent use of all standard

morpheme's. She did not catch' on to what was required in

the context-cue test for the verb Z, so her score there

may be artifically low. However, her picture-meaning

comprehension of the verb inflection was less than some
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Table 26

Debra Nash's Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 100 86 100 100 96

Context-cue 100 36 67 100 61

Oral Reading 97 96 72 100 91

Picture-meaning
2 0 1 1 1 3Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 1 1 2 2 2

Reading

2 0 1 2 2 5
Comprehension

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge: 2.8 Reading: 3.2 Age: yr 6 mo
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others', too.

School Achievement: Debra got "good" ratings in her

classwork bordering on excellent for oral language and the

teacher described her as enthusiastic.

Hazel Newcomb (Table 27)

Personality and Test Motivation: Hazel was full of

giggles in the first interview with Vanessa present. She

was wary of the tape recorder and warned Vanessa about

use of an uncouth word. She interrupted Vanessa's account

of how you play hopscotch, but Vanessa in turn giggled in

the background while Hazel told about her own family,

naming ten brothers and sisters and giving the ages of

six of them. Vanessa muttered, "She only got two little

brothers." Hazel may have been fabricating, or she may

have been counting cousins as part of the family. In the

second session Hazel seemed timid at first and said very

little. In later sessions she did a good deal of singing

and chattering to herself while she worked and showed

occasionally that she was bored. At times she worked

quite confidently but made mistakes.

Language: Hazel's language was quite nonstandard.

Even in reading her articulation of sibilant morphemes

was low, perhaps mainly because she is a little below

grade level in reading generally as shown on the Metro-

politan. Her picture-meaning comprehension was also low

compared to the others.

School Achievement: the teacher gave Hazel various
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Table 27

Hazel Newcomb's Language Scores

Morphemes

83

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula
Measures

Singular Present

Spontaneous 75 lo 0 60

Context-cue 88 24 33 25

Possessive

and Copula

33

26

Oral Reading 79 52 63 64 56

Picture-meaning
2 0 0 1 0 1

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 1 1 1 3

Reading
2 0 2 1. 2 5

Comprehension

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge: 2.8 Reading: 2.2 Age: 9 yr 3 mo
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ratings, good in social adjustment and reading but only

fair in oral work and excellent at work habits.

Vanessa Niles (Table 28)

Personality and Test Motivation: Vanessa was very

anxious to be accepted and seemed to regard getting the

right answers as the main way. She tested and commented

constantly to find out how well she was doing. At one

point after making a series of mistakes, she said proudly,

"I'm gettin' ails dem right," but continued to demand feed-

back on her success. The experimenter refrained from

saying she was wrong, and she may have been testing to see

if the experimenter was lying. She struggled hard with

reading that was quite beyond her. She wanted very much

to have a token of the experimenter's affection in the

form of a picture and persisted in asking session after

session until she got one. She was very sensitive about

wrong answers, som,times trying to laugh them off. One

time, after several unsuccessful struggles she suddenly

announced, you ain't never heard of Loosiana" as though

to show there was something on which she was better informed

than the experimenter.

Language: Vanessa used the verb Z and copula less

then the other children, but the possessive more, though

she did not under ctand allythig except the plural on the

picture-meaning tests. Her low reading scores reflect the

fact that she is below grade level in reading. She is also

very low in word knowledge, though she is one of the oldest

69
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Table 28

Vanessa Niles' Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 78 0 67 54 39

Context-cue 78 44 67 50 50

Oral Reading 60 44 50 69 52

Picture - meaning

0 0 0 0 0
Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 0

Reading

2

Comprehension

1 1 2

0 2

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge: 1.8 Reading: 2,0 Age: 8 yr 6 mo

90
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in the class. She had a hard time identifying the animals

in the pictures.

School Achievement: The teacher said Vanessa's social

behavior and work habits were good and said the same of her

writing. Spelling and oral work were fair and reading is

obviously behind. The teacher also commented that she was

withdrawn and shy. The others do not accept her very well,

perhaps because she dresses poorly and is not well cared

for. The teacher said she was very poor. Once she came

into an experimental session in tears after a boy had

attacked her in the playground.

Bettye Quale (Table 29)

Personality and Test Motivation: Bettye was a little

self-conscious. During the initial interview with Debra

she talked quite stiffly and maintained a formal role.

Later alone she was not quite at ease. She wanted to be

right and took the experimenter's non-commital responses

to mean that she usually was right, covering her uncertain-

ty with nervous laughter. She was fairly confident of her-

self in that she tried to put down the experimenter by

asking riddles she ostensibly didn't know and taunted her

with wrong answers. She was a little impatient with the

tests, made fun of the test pictures, and occasionally

showed her boredom. She had some social initiative and

was curious about what was going on so her efforts were

not just obedience or trying to please.

Language: Bettye had good control of the possessive
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Table 29

Bettye Qua le's Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 96 29 100 100 79

Context-cue 100 75 .100 88 83

Oral Reading 94 96 57 87 83

Picture-meaning
2 0 0 1 0 1

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 1 2 2

Reading

2 0 1 2 2
Comprehension

Metropolitan: 'Word Knowledge: 3.0 Reading: 3.6 Age: 7 yr 4 mo
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Z and the copula, but even in her formal style she was

below average in use of the verb Z. The context-cue test

raised her use of the verb inflect ion and in oral reading

she did better with it than she did with the other two,

perhaps because the apostrophe and space make the others

harder to identify as part of the word. In the pretest

she took some time to catch on to the point of the test.

She examined the pictures and made her own observations,

sometimes ,thereby m i s s i n g what was supposed to be the d i s-

t i nct i on . She commented about mid-test that there was no

difference between the two titles and i t took her severa 1

items before she realized she was supposed to use the

exact ti t les given by the experimenter. After the exp 1 ana-

t i on about the verb Z, she added "When it's s on play, no

s on boy." This was rec i ted with pride, but there was no

improvement on posttest. Although she did not show much

improvement on either meaning of the verb in the later

two tests, she obviously had the idea of the test format

and understood the possessive and copula by then.

School Achievement: Bettye was a 1 ittle ahead of

grade level in word knowledge,and well ahead in reading

by the Metropol i tan. Her grades were a 1 1 good or excel lent,

except she was a 1 ittle behind i n the c lass read ing ser i es.

Nisi Harris (Table 30)

Personality and Test Motivation: Nisi was much more

outgoing in the company of Carol during the first inter
view than she was later alone. She was quite distressed
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Table 30

Nisi Harris' Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 100 38 81 62

Contextcue 100 33 100 88 59

Oral Reading 97 86 78 93 85

Picturemeaning
2 0 2 1 1

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 2 2 2 6

Rea ding
2 0 2 1 2 5

Comprehension

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge: 3.0 Reading: 3.2 Age: 7 yr 6 mo
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on hard tests where she got many wrong answers or was

baffled. Even the riddle book, which most chi ldren en-

joyed, baffled her and she d id not regard the riddles as

jokes. Neither she nor Carol corrected the experimenter,

who ca 1 led them by the wrong names dur ing much of the

interview. Nisi was 1 ivelier when she was succeeding but

always a little subdued. She worked hard on the program

and tests, usual ly giving correct answers and somet imes

asking about the s end ings. When the exper imenter ex-

plained about the verb inflection, she interrupted, "Oh,

you put--um--s on...only on one person what he's doing

when he's play in' ." Yet this seeming ly correct conscious

understanding was not reflected in any improvement on the

posttest.

Language: Nisi was about average in use of the verb

Z but above average in the copula. She used only two

possessives, both with the Z and in the context-cue test

she scored perfectly on that ending. Her reading and

understanding of the possess i ve were uncerta in compared

to the other two morphemes. The singular meaning of the

verb Z was not understood in spite of her correct repeti-
tion of the explanation during the program.

School Achievement : 'Nis i was a little above grade
level i n both word knowledge and read ing. Her grades in

class were good, though some were missing from the record.

Keith Yarrow (Table 31)

Personal i ty and Test Mot ivation: Keith dominated
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Table 31

Keith Yarrow's Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 85 20 38 31

Context-cue 90 33 67 67 1.6

Oral Reading 90 96 78 93 90

Picture-meaning
2 0 2 2 0

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 2 2 2 6

Reading
2 2

Comprehension
1 1 6

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge: 3.3 Reading: 3.6 Age: 7 yr 8 mo
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over Dennis when they were interviewed together. He inter-

rupted more often, and he insisted on "winning" the game

even to the point of openly cheating, though it was ob-

n nvious to him that winning was a necessary consequence of

having had the first turn. He also asked persistently and

regularly to be given things, a picture, the riddle book,

and other objects used. The argument of fairness to others

in the class had no weight with him because he wanted it.

The experimental procedures appealed to him but primarily

as a means of getting something or winning.

Language: Keith's low use of dialect-related morphemes

in spontaneous speech may be partly the result of phonolog-

ical characteristics of his speech, a tendency not to arti-

culate final consonants. Many times it was impossible to

score his responses because it was not clear whether he

used the Z inflection or not. His articulation improved

considerably in the context-cue situation, and he was ob-

viously capable of pronouncing all the sibilants in oral

reading. He learned to use the copula in the oral test,

but was uncertain of 's in reading comprehension. He

seemed to have understood the verb singular Z but in writ-

ing only. The present tense meaning of it was apparently

clear to him as were the possessive and plural Z.

School Achievement: Keith was ahead of grade level

by some months on both word knowledge and reading. His

teacher rated him good or excellent in everything except

reading, where he was a little behind in class. She called
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him a "fine boy" and a good worker but said he lacked

drive. His orientation toward material reward and lack

of concern for the task for its own sake in the experi-

mental situation may show up in class as disinterest be-

cause there is less obvious reward there.

Dennis Hollins (Table 32)

Personality and Test Motivation: Dennis must be

easy to handle in class, but he may be too obedient for

his own good in learning. He tried too hard to do what

the "teacher" (experimenter) wanted using the experimenter's

speech as a cue, and did not search his own mind for the

answer. He Showed very little interest in the materials

of tasks of the experiment and said very little in order

to avoid committing himself. He did finally tell the ex-

perimenter at the end of the second session that she was

calling him by the wrong name. He resisted Keith's de-

termined attempts to get the advantage over him in a com-

petitive game and reproved Keith for repeatedly asking to

keep things, but he didn't raise his voice or assert him-

self. In a later session Keith referred to "That little

boy who was here with me" as though he weren't aware of

Dennis's name. Dennis was small and not very impressive

looking. He was reluctant to guess, wanted confirmation,

was trying to follow what the experimenter wanted rather

than to figure out the problem.

Language: Dennis's speech was low on standard forms.

He used only one attributive possessive, without the Z,

E:8



Table 32

Dennis Hollins' Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 100 22 50 33

Context-cue 100 77 83 100 85

Oral Reading 97 74 76 100 81

Picture-meaning
2 0 0 1 0 .1

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 1 2 2 1 6

Reading
2

Comprehension
1 2 2 5

Ketropoliten4 Wora Knowledge: 2.6 Reading: 2.1 Age: 7 yr 10 mo
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though on his three absolute possessives he did use Z. Yet

at a more conscious level in the context-cue test and reading

he came much closer to standard. This may have been his ef-

fort to obey when the situatilon clearly required Z. His

picture-meaning comprehension was not particularly /good on

anything except plural and possessive.

School Achievement: The teacher said mostly good

things about Dennis as a person but rated him only fair on

everything except a good on social behavior. He was a

little behind grade level in reading but up to it in word

knowledge.

Carol Harlan (Table 33)

Personality and Test Motivation: Carol was more ag-

gressive and exuberant than Nisi in the initial interview.

She read aloud with an attempt at good sentence intonation

and seemed proud of her skill. She wanted to play the part

of the "teacher" (experimenter) in the game. However, when

the experimenter confused the names of the two girls, she

was apparently afraid to protest directly. She indicated

something was wrong but refused to say what and denied it

at first when asked directly whether the wrong names had

been used. She was anxious always to know what was going

on. If the purpose of a question escaped her she was re-

luctant to answer it.

Language: Carol's low use of the verb Z may be partly

due to her relative excitement in the initial interview

where she talked more informally than most other children.
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Table 33

Carol Harlants Language Scores

Morphemes

96

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula
Measures

Singular Present

Possessive

and Copula

Spontaneous 76 21 85 52

Context-cue 86 44 83 33 50

Oral Reading 89 56 59 92 64

Picture-meaning
1 0 1 1 0 2

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 1 2 1 4

Reading
2 1 1 2 2 6

Comprehension

DieLropolltnn: Word lt ni 314 align; 2.6 Renaing: '3.6 Age.: 8 yr 5 mo

101
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She used the copula quite regularly herself, but had very

low scores on the more conscious uses of it. This was prob-

ably due to misunderstanding on her part of the point of the

context-cue test. On the program it was necessary to decide

whether to insert is between a pronoun and a verb or between

the same pronoun and the verb with ing ending. She had

great trouble and made many mistakes. Whatever prevented

her from understanding the point of those and the context-

cue questions may also have interfered with her handling

of the same form in the picture-meaning test. She was one

of only two, however, who correctly stated that the 's on

it's meant is. Since she had some trouble on other compre-
..!*

heRsion tests also in understanding the point of the ques-

tions, it seems reasonable to suppose that her troubles are

not due to a lack of control of the copula, but simply to

inability to see the point of the particular tests used and

unwillingness to answer things whose purpose she did not

understand.

School Achievement: Carol's word knowledge was well

behind her reading, which was almost a year ahead of grade

level,. Her other school grades were good with excellent

for social behavior. Her teacher said her attendance was

poor but otherwise made favorable comments.

Kathleen Kilson (Table 34)

Personality and Test Motivation: Kathleen did a lot

of fooling around, and she was not intimidated by the ex-

perimental situation or by the other children. She liked
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Table 34

Kathleen Kilsonts Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive

Measures
Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 67 27 60 53 45

Context-cue 100 56 67 100 69 .

Oral Reading 85 74 60 92 74

Picture-meaning
1 0 1 1 0 2

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 2 2 0 4

Reading
2 0 1 2 2 5

Comprehension

Metropolitan: Word Knov1pAgc: 2.3 Rending: '2.4 Age: 9 yr 2 mo
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to talk and was very willing to sing. She was cautious

and attentive in the teaching and testing situations, eager

to fill in the blanks in the program, although she didn't

enjoy the riddle book as much as some. In general, she

was attentive and cooperative without being submissive.

She was less assertive than Wilma in the first interview

but not afraid to defend herself or ask for what she wanted.

Like some others she was a little cowed by parts of the

testing that she could not do very well.

Language: Kathleen's spontaneous speech was much less

standard than her context-cued responses and her oral read-

ing. She was less skillful than many with the picture-

meaning items. During the pretest she seemed not really

to see what was being asked until well into the test. For

example,'in the third item she was still not using the

suggested titles to name the pictures. In such cases the

experimenter repeated the titles for her, but most children

learned quite early to pay attention during the imitation

test so as to be able to use the same words in naming the

pictures (production).

School Achievement: Kathleen was older than the others

and still a little behind grade level in both word knowledge

and reading. Her grades were good except for fair in spell-

ing and the teacher's other comments were mostly good. She

started school a year or two ahead of the majority, so per-

haps she has repeated a grade.
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Wilma Cummings (Table 35)

Personality and Test Motivation: Wilma was an aggres-

sive one. She was out for a good t1me in the experimental

sessions, and wanted to do her thing. She told of fights
she had had and wanted to s ing Kath leen's song again be-

cause Kathleen "didn't sing it right." In the program

sessions she kept res isting the task and ask ing for arith-

met ic to do, but she used every ruse to avoid returning to

the classroom afterward and to get every b i t of candy re-

ward she could. She was never intimidated or anxious about

the work and frequent ly tried to interrupt it for her own

purposes.

Language: Wi lma's spontaneous language was more stan-

dard than most but she used few verb inflect ions i n the

context-cue test especial ly on the posttest part. She

did fa irly well with the picture-meaning. items, except

for the verb singular.

School Achievement: Wi lma was behind grade level in

both word knowledge and read ing. Her class work was only

fair. The teacher described her as aggress ive and con-

cerned with sex.

Gloria. Evans (Table 36)

Personality and Test Mot i vati on : Gloria was a little
stiff at the very beg inning of the interview and coached

Mark about what he should say. When she relaxed later,

she seemed to have a 1 ittle stutter and had much trouble

tripping over language in the comprehension tests. She is
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Table 35

Wilma Cummings Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous

Context-cue

Oral Reading

Picture-meaning

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest

Reading

Comprehension

81 62 33 93

88 28 50 100

88 73 69 88

2 0 1 1 2

2 0 2 2 2

2 1 2 2 1

72

50

75

1.

6

6

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge: 2.3 Reading: 2.2 Age: 8 yr 5 mo
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Table 36

Gloria Evans' Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 73 6 0 41

Context-cue 86 13 17 86 32

Oral Reading 89 75 57 93 76

Picture-meaning
0 0 0 0 0 0

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 0 0 1 1 0 2

Reading
1 0 1 2 1 4

Comprehension

Me txopol l to n; Wave] Knowl page: 2,n Bondi ng: 1.9 Age: 8 yr 3 ino
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an independent person, wanting to do everything her way

and resisting instructions. She interrupted frequently

with spontaneous talk about irrelevant things. She did

the written fill-ins eager ly and was disappointed when

there were no more to do. She made up stories to elab-

orate many of the tasks and pictures, and resisted re-

turning to her class.

Language: Gloria was the least standard speaker in

the class. She managed in the context-cue test to do very

wel 1 with copula contract i on but the other dialect-related

forms remained very nonstandard. Although she was far

behind grade level in read ing on the Metropolitan, her

oral reading was fairly good except that she was low on

verb and possessive Z. She didn't do well with the

picture-meaning items, partly because she insisted on

doing them her own way, but mostly because she d id not

real ly control the forms being tested.

School Achievement: Gloria's school grades were

mostly excellent, including reading. Perhaps her low

Metropolitan score was the result of her independent way

of doing tests. The teacher described her as shy, (a

trait the experimenter did not observe) and said that her

home 1 ife interfered with her getting proper sleep.

Henrietta Turner (Table 37)

Personal ity and Test Motivation : Henrietta came to

the experiment in an exuberant mood, but lost it promptly

when she was faced with a test she didn't feel the master
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Table 37

Henrietta Turner's Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 90 23 88 67

Context-cue 88 0 50 91 3T
j

Oral Reading 81 52 44 loo 58

Picture-meaning
2. 0 1 0 0 1 ,

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 2 2 1 5

Reading
2 1 , 2 2 2

Comprehension

Metropolitan: Word Know:ledge: 2.)i Bing: 2.6 Age: 7 yr 11 mo

1C9
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of. All the tests gave her trouble. She did not seem

to understand what kinds of answers were wanted and never

fell into the required patterns. This frustrated and

subdued her. On the plural part of the program she was

happy because she felt confident of what she was doing.

When it came to the rest of the program, however, she did

not seem to catch on to what she was supposed to be learn-

ing in spite of the fact that she had clear control of the

copula in spontaneous speech and on the tests of it.

Language: Henrietta did not use the verb Z either

spontaneously or in the more conscious contex.:.-cue test,

and she was below average in oral reading of it as well.

Her copula was well above average in everything except

the picture-meaning test. It is interesting that she did

better comprehending the verb present meaning than the

other two morphemes which she used in the much more stan-

dard fashion.

School Achievement: Henrietta was just a little be-

low grade level in word knowledge and about at grade level

in reading by the Metropolitan test. Her school grades

were good except "fair" in reading and writing.

William Hunt (Table 38)

Personality and Test Motivation: William was a beha-

vior problem in class, so much so that he had to be sus-

pended from school during the experiment. In the initial

interview the teacher sent him down with Larry, another

disturbed child, who was his occasional sidekick. William

110
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Table 38

William Hunt 'a Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 100 27 57 59 48

Context-cue 100 57 83 50 61

Oral Reading 60 35 27 56 37

Picture-meaning
1 1 2 0 4

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 1 2 2 1 6

Reading
2

Comprehension
1 1 2 4

Meta-0pol t.q n : ICnow]r.dpcs 1.7 Rending; 9 Age: 7 yr 7 Pao
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dominated over Larry, who accepted his domination at least

sometimes. William was very defensive over his reading,

which was way below grade level. He tried to avoid reading

and whined that he couldn't rather than making the attempt.

The reading tests were all rewritten for him so as to be

easier. During the individual experimental sessions he

resisted frequently and agreed to continue the procedure

only in order to avoid returning to the classroom. Larry

joined him in one of these sessions without authorization

from the teacher (who could not always control Larry).

William used Larry to fool around and at one point refused

to go on with the experiment until it was a question of

returning to class. Larry interfered considerably.

Language: William's language was a little less stan-

dard than average except that he had a little better con-

trol of the possessive in the context-cue and picture-

meaning tests than most. His low reading level brought

down the averages on oral reading.

School Achievement: William's general class work

was unsatisfactory, except that he got a "good" in oral

language. His teacher said his behavior was unsatisfactory

in getting along with others and self control, and that he

required an unreasonable amount of attention. She called

hiffLaggressive, but be he was bright. She, appreciated

his excellence in art and .gave him every opportunity to

use this ability in class. His mother, frequently called

to school about his behavior, was defensive about it. and
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apparently unable or unwilling to control him.

Grace Terrell (Table 39)

Personality and Test Motivation: Grace was very

lively and talkative. She was determined to enjoy the

sessions and did. She kept up a running comment and elab-

oration on all the tests and program, volunteering the

names of the pictures before she was asked, but not always

correctly. She volunteered explanations of why her answer

was correct and why "won" and "one" were different words.

Interviewed with Ola Mae, she was dominant and not above

putting Ola Mae down about her "countrified" speech, to

Ola Mae's embarrassment.

Language: Grace's spontaneous speech was very close

to standard especially when she was trying hard as in the

context-cue test. Her oral reading was also correct and

her picture-meaning comprehension quite good on all but

the verb singular.

School Achievement: She was ahead of grade in word

knowledge and well ahead in reading on the Metropolitan,

although she was younger than the majority of those in

the class. She was rated good in all school subjects and

the teacher's only other comment was that she was talkative.

Mark Tyler (Table 40)

Personality and Test Motivation: Mark's manner was

one of quiet formality; He was interviewed first with

Gloria, who set a pattern of fairly formal language and

'coached him a little when he was speaking. He 'accepted

113
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Table 39

Grace Terrell's Language Scores

Morphemes

Verb
Language

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive
Measures

Singular Present and Copula

Spontaneous 98 81 75 90 85

Context-cue 100 100 83 100 97

Oral Reading 100 96 92 83 92

Picture-meaning
2 0 2 2 0 4

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0 1 2 2 5

Reading
2 0 2 2 2 6

Comprehension

Metropolitan: Word. Knowledge: 3.0 Reading: 3.6 Age: 7 yr 8 mo

114
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Mark Tyler's Language Scores

Language
Plural Verb

Measures
Singular

Spontaneous 100

Context-cue 88

Oral Reading 91

Picture-meaning
2 0

Oral Pretest

Oral Posttest 2 0

Reading
2 1

Comprehension

irr

93

Morphemes

110

Verb

Present

2

Possessive Copula

95

100 88

80 100

1 1

2 1

2 2

Possessive

and Copula

66

69

91

14.

5

7

Metropolitan: Word Knowledge.: 3.0 Reacting: 2.8 Age: 8 yr 1 Rio
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her instructions as he also did the experimenter's. He

became even quieter and more formal when he found the task
difficult but was always apparently will ing to come and do

h i s best. He was fearfu 1 of expressing himself but appre-
c i at ive of the attent ion and expressed h is thanks politely.
One morning he met the experimenter on t he way to schoo 1.

He prompt ly left the group of boys he was with to say,
"He 1 lo," and took the experimenter's . hand to walk the
remaining block to school, t a l k i n g contentedly a 1 1 the way

and excusing himself pol i tely when he had to go in another
door of the school.

Language: Mark's spontaneous speech was close to
average on al 1 the morphemes stud ied and his context-cue
performance was simi lar to it except that his possessive
use was much higher. His oral reading of the morphemes
was a l i t t l e better than average as was h is score on the

picture-meaning test. On the Met ropol i tan he was above

grade level on word knowledge and slight ly above on read ing.
School Achievement: Mark's teacher described him

simply as "a pleasure." He was "good" in everything, a

little behind in reading and excellent in writing.
VI Other Spontaneous Usages

Quest ions

In forming standard English questions the socalled
"f 1 i p-f lop" rule is normal ly app 1 ied, reversing the normal

declarative position of the subject and auxiliary. For

example,

116
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Can I play two games?

Is this your same room?

Do you like microphones?

What is a fair fight?
What do angels do?

The children in our group, however, often omit the flip-

flop rule in forming their questions, using declarative

word order and only a change in intonation or a Wh word

to mark the question.

You wrote al 1 this?

That's right?
What they d id?

Table 41 shows the proportion of their questions in which

the rule is clearly applied out of the total number of

questions where it would be applied in Standard English.

The questions are d i vided into Yes-No and Wh types and

classified by the k ind of auxi 1 iary used, since the results

showed that this was clearly a relevant var iable. Only

60 (29%) of the 210 yes-no questions were formed with a

fl i p-f lop ru le. Of these f 1 ip-flopped quest ions, two-

thirds involved the modal auxiliary "can" or "could," so

that 87% of the modal questions as compared to only 13%

of the non-modal auxiliaries were f 1 ip-f lopped. The d if-

ference between the proport ions for, modal and for all other

aux i 1 iaries is significant at the .001 level of confidence,
By contrast about half the. Wh quest ions were f 1 ip-f lopped,

a proportion signif i cantly greater than that of yes-no

117
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Table la

Percentage of Questions Showing Use of Flip-flop Rule

Auxiliary

Can or Copula

could Copula Do Other Do or All

Other

Question Harlem Group (Black)

Yes-no

Wh

Yes-no

Wh

87 07 17 ili- 13 29

(39/45) (4/61) (13/79) (4/28) (21/165) (60/2)10)

100 68 31 29 51 53

(3/3) (39/57) (12/39) (2/7) (53/103) (56/106)

New London Group (White)

100 100 80 NO AM 81i 88

(7/7) (3/3) (12/15) (1/1) (16/19) (23/26)

..... 100 100 _AM 100 100

( 0/0 ) ( 16/16 ) (12/12) ( 0/0 ) ( 28/28 ) ( 28/28 )

118
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questions. This difference may reflect the fact that yes-

no quest ions with subject and auxiliary in declarative

posit i on are more acceptable in Standard Eng 1 ish than Wh

quest ions without a flip -flop. It is the normal form of

questions ask ing for confirmation. However, a sample of

questions from a group of white second graders in a pre-

dominately white middle-class school in New London, Con-

necticut, showed very few such questions. Tab le 41 shows

that out of a total of 54 quest ions on ly 3 (2 of them con-

f irmat i on quest ions) fa i led to employ the flip -flop rule:

You don' t know what f idd 1 ing around means?

You don't know what summer camps are?

You know how big those are?

The difference between these b lack and white chi ldren in

proportion of f l i p - f l o p questions other than those em-

ploying the modal a u x i l i a r y is significant at the .001

level both for yes-no and iNh questions, the wh ite group

using the rule more often.

The fact that the auxiliary must also carry the tense

inflection and the negative morpheme clearly influences

our sub jects' tendency to use i t in questions. Of the 13

questions in which our black sub jects used the Standard

English "do" or "did," 10 were in the present tense, 36%

of the c learly present-tense "do" quest ions. The three

past-tense fl ipf lops were only 8% of al 1 the past-tense

"do" questions. In the s ix cases where the question was

negative so that "don't" was required, our subjects never

1' 9
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used the f 1 i p-f lop rule. Of the white children's three

non-fl ip-f lopped questions quoted above, two also involved

"don't" rather than "do." It seems poss i ble that "do"

carrying a past-tense ("d id") or negative morpheme ( "don't ")

is less movable grammatically than present - positive ("do").

Invariant be

It is reported by 1 i nguists (e.g., Labov, 1968) that

Nonstandard Negro English uses be in invariant form as a

copula in s ituat ions where the meaning is a usua 1 event.

If we add also the situat i on where a background condit ion

is referred to, we can report that our observations are

consistent with these 1 inguists' f indings. For example,

What you do i n when you be i n that room?

It be 1 ike dat.

If dey be in de game

Sometimes it is possible to interpret this usage as oc-

curr ing because of an inaudible w i 11 in wi 11 be, for

example

My sister be asleep . My mother be awake,

you know, s h e ' 1 1 s t i l l be awake.

In this series of utterances from one of our subjects. who

was talking about something that happens every Wednesday

night, the will is clearly audible toward the end, sug-

gest ing that its absence might be due on ly to a phonol-

ogical rule deleting the terminal /1/ which is the con-

tract ion of wi 11. This use of wi I 1 has a meaning of

regularity, related to the future only in the sense of

120
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being predictable. Although most of our instances of the

invariant be allow for this interpretation, there are
---

times, as in the first examples given, when it is diffi-

cult to interpret the invariant be as part of will be.

Ten of our subjects used this invariant be and only

the one quoted above ever expanded it into will be. In all

cases reference was to a usual event or condition. To de-

termine whether these 10 had relatively nonstandard

speech, we compared their mean percentage use of the three

dialect-related sibilant morphemes with the mean for sub-

jects who did not happen to use be. Users of be averaged

49%, and non-users 63%. This difference is not statist i-

cally significant. If we eliminate that one subject whose

be was later converted into will be, the difference be-

comes 40% to 64% and is significant at the .01 level.

However, there seems to be little justification for elim-

inating him, since most of the uses of be by the others

are interpretable as will be in the same sense of regular,

not future events.

Negative Concord

Labov (1968) reports that black nonstandard speakers

almost invariably form negatives by what he calls concord,

that is, negative morphemes at all possible places in the

sentence rather than the standard "negative attraction"

in which only one negative at the beginning of the series

applies throughout. Our subjects confirm his finding in

their spontaneous speech with sentences like
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I don't have nothing.

Nobody can't beat nobody.

Labov reports that white nonstandard speakers occasionally

use negative attraction, which might produce instead of

the above

I don't have anything.

Nobody can beat anybody.

Twenty-two of our 27 subjects used at least one negative

sentence containing indefinites and all of these followed

the negative concord rule. No examples of negative

attraction occurred in any of our observations.

VII Other Tests

Repetitions

Labov (1968) found that teenagers, when asked to re-

peat a standard sentence after hearing it, often converted

standard into nonstandard forms and in some cases were un-

able even with much effort to reproduce the standard ori-

ginal. Our second graders repeated after the experimenter

many short phrases during the imitation part of the com-

prehension experiment and in addition there was a game in

which.they repeated longer sentences. We have classified

separately the repetitions of phrases and sentences less

than seven morphemes long and the longer ones. In addition,

several nonstandard sentences were presented to some of

them to see whether they would ever convert them into the

corresponding standard forms. Table 42 shows proportions

of responses in Standard English forms under these different

122



Table 42

Comparison of Repetition Data and Spontaneous Speech

Percentage of Standard English Responses

Morphemes

118

Verb

Spontaneous

Plural . Verb Possessive Copula

Is Are

Possessive

and Copula

speech
93 44 55 79 47 64

Repetition

Shorter

model
911. 94 90 92

Longer

model
95 8o 68 73 72 74

Nonstandard
awl 24 19 48 29

model
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stimulus conditions and in spontaneous speech. There

were very few errors in the repetitions of shorter models,

and although there were more errors in longer sentences,

even there over three-quarters of the repetitions were

correct standard forms, considerably more than in the

spontaneous speech of the same children. Even some non-

standard sentences were "corrected" to standard more than

one-fourth of the time, in spite of the fact that the in-

structions called for exact repetition of the sentence as

given, in other words, for nonstandard responses to those

sentences. (White college students, given sentences with

the same Negro nonstandard forms and the same instruction,

corrected to standard. English slightly more often than

these children on most morphemes and much more often on

the possessive.)

Beside the contrasting forms studied in our experi-

ment, a number of other standard forms were tested, all

sentences being modified from those used by Labov by in-

serting names of children from the class. Several of

these are worth examining.

The following sentence was designed to test ability

to repeat standard *negative attraction:

None of us ever have any candy in school.

Using the negative concord rule, as all of our children

did exclusively in their spontaneous speech, this would be

None of us never have no candy in school.

Three kinds of "repetitions" of these standard forms

124
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occurred among our respondents. The indefinites (ever,

any) were repeated correctly, or they were simply omitted,

or they were converted to negatives. Table 4a shows that

a considerable number of subjects were ,uncertain enough

of the standard indefinite forms that they either evaded

the problem by omitting the indefinites or made them nega

tive in conformity with the negative concord rule. They

were much more likely to convert "ever" into "never"

than to convert "any" into "no" in this sentence, how-

ever. Each of the standard indefinites.was retained by

more than half the 27 respondents but only about a third

retained both indefinites. No one converted both to

negatives in full accord with the concord rule.

Labov also found that his subjects often converted

standard embedded yes-no questions into nonstandard form

in trying to repeat them. A sentence such as,

Ask Rodney if he has ever eaten spaghetti.

would often be repeated as

Ask Rodney has he ever eaten spaghetti.

We asked our 27 subjects to repeat four such sentences

and found that they correctly repeated the standard about

77% of the time. It was not possible to make a systema-

tic comparison with their spontaneous speech since only

two of the subjects had happened to use the standard "if"

form in their spontaneous speech samples and only three

had used the nonstandard form. These individuals' spon-

taneous forms, however, did not predict their performance



Table 43

Percentages of Various Responses

to a Standard Negative Sentence with Two Indefinites:

"None of us ever have any candy in school."

Standard

Type of response

Omitted Nonstandard

121

First Indefinite 61 (ever) 14 25 (never)

Second Indefinite 70. (any) 28 02 (no)

Both Indefinites 35 (ever+any) 02 00 (never+no)

126
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on repetitions.

Nominal izat ions

Our subjects performed another task designed to assess

their skill with language and to compare the difficulty of

several grammatical transformations involved in the forma-

tion of noun phrases in English. It seems likely that tha

ability to form various kinds of noun phrases is especi-

ally important in the Way educated people use language.

Our nominalization task was done with 24 of our :subjects

in the third experimental session when the experimenter

was, no longer a stranger. The experimenter began by ask-

ing, "What do we call a bear that has fuzz?", adding if

necessary, "A what-kind-of bear?" Most replied "A fuzzy

bear" or "A fuzz bear." After some preliminary practice,

two series of such test questions were given to each

child. One set required transforming verbs into adjec-

tives ending with "-ing"; the other set required trans-

forming verbs into nouns ending in "-er." Two alternate

forms, including preliminary practice items, using the

same sequence of verbs but reversing the order of the two

transformations, were as follows:

Form A: What do we call: Form B: What do we.call:

someone that runs (a runner) a nun that flies (a flying nun)

someone that works a nun that works

someone that sells

someone that sells apples a nun that sells apples

someone that makes shoes a nun that makes shoes

a nun that sells
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someone that rides on a bus a nun that rides on a bus

a nun that flies (a flying nun) someone that runs (a runner)

a nun that sails someone that sails

a nun that plays someone that plays

a nun that plays cards someone that plays cards

a nun that climbs mountains someone that climbs mountains

a nun that skates on the ice someone that skates on the ice

a nun that sits on a flagpole someone that sits owe flagpole

Results

Each percentage shown in the following tables represents

between 20 and 50 scorable responses. Table 44 shows that

it is harder to convert verbs into gerundive adjectives

("-ing") than into agentive nouns ("-er") and that this is

especially difficult when a noun must be handled as part of

the same phrase. However, Table 45 shows that it is not

the noun as such that causes the low scores for noun-verb

combinations. The nouns are much more likely than the

verbs to be present and in the correct form in the re-

sponse. With "-er" endings, verbs are transformed approxi-

mately as well as nouns, but with "-ing" endings, the verbs

are clearly more difficult to handle than nouns and more

difficult with than without an additional noun in the verb

phrase, especially a direct object.

Table 46 shows the specific changes that are made by

the transformational rules, though it does not pretend to

be a formal statement of the rules or the order in which

they are applied. The first and last changes listed are

1178bk,
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Table 44

Percentage of Completely Correct Responses for Various Verb Phrases

Verb transformation

Type of original. phrase "-ing" "-er"

(Potentially) transitive verbs without objects 48 72

Transitive verbs with objects 2 54

Intransitive verbs without modifiers 54

Intransitive verbs with'locative phrases 3 36
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Table 45

Percentage of Correct Elements in Partially or Wholly Correct Responses

Verb transformation involved

Type of Response "-ing" -er

Transitive verbs with objects

Noun in correct form 60 67

Verb in correct form 8 69

Intransitive verb with locative phrase

Noun from locative phrase in correct form 70 67

Verb in correct form 18 56

130
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Table 46

Percentage of Times Relevant Words are Handled Correctly

Gay of Total Times They Appeared in the Response

Verb transformation involved

Specific transformed word(s) "-ing" -er 11

Original form Transformed

"plays" to "playing" or "player" 13 73

"nun playing cards" to "playing cards nun" )

)

and
)

8

)

"playing cards" to "cards playing"
)

"player cards" to "cards player" 72

"cards" to "card" 72 85

131
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the morphological ones. The other changes are in word

order. It appears that the transition from

NUN that PLAYS CARDS to CARDS PLAYING NUN

that is, the changes in verb inflection and in word order

are the difficult parts of the total transformation.

The relation between skill on this test and other ver-

bal performances is suggested by a rank order correlation

of .49 (p(.05) between individual scores on this nominaliza-

tion task and the scores on the Metropolitan Achievement

Test, which measures reading and word knowledge. Use of

dialect-related morphemes had a rank order correlation of

.50 (p <.05) with the hominalization score, that is, those

who spoke the most Standard English had the highest nomi-

nalization scores. [The correlation between dialect use

and the Metropolitan was not significant, however.

(Rho=.29, 0.05).]

Implications and Conclusions

By forming these noun phrases, the children were de-

monstrating a fairly elaborate grasp of the grammatical

structure of English. The results show that when more

changes are required in a transformation, the task is less

often done successfully. They also suggest that certain

of the changes are much easier than others. Hunt (1971)

found that older children and more accomplished writers

used more and longer clauses (mostly expanded by the use

of noun phrases) than did younger or less accomplished

writers. This implies that there is some pedagogical
132



importance to these part icular grammat i cal ski 1 ls, and i

seems quite possible that a dr i 11 simi 1 ar to the task used

in this experiment might help in the acquisition of such

transformational skills.

The relation between nominal izing ability and tendency

to use nonstandard grammatical forms suggests two quite

different interpretations. The first is that children who

use nonstandard forms more often in school are those who

have lower grammatical abi 1 ity generally, since they have

learned less of the school diaiect. The lack of a signi-

ficant correlation between dialect use and the Metropo 1 i tan

weakens this hypothesis. A second possibility is that cer-

tain transformat ions into standard forms (our "correct"

noun phrases) are more difficult for those who speak Non-

standard Negro English. We may have selected nominaliza-

tions that are harder in their language. Confirmation of

this hypothesis will have to wait upon more evidence about

what makes a transformation difficult.

VIII New London Compar ison Sample

In order, to assess the specific effects of speaking

a nonstandard dialect upon our various language measures,

it is necessary to test standard-speaking children of the

same age. Members of a second grade class in a predomi-

nantly white middle-class school in New London, Connecti-

cut served as a comparison group. Data are presented for

white children only,. The spontaneous speech of a, randomly

selected half of the class was collected in the same manner

1.33
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as the Harlem speech, interviews during school hours with

pairs of chi ldren. The other half of the same c lass was

given the context-cue and the picture - meaning tests. Si nce

the training and retest part of the experiment was omitted,

these data are comparable on ly to the pretest results in

the Harlem sample. A four th grade class from the same

school was given the picture - meaning and context-cue tests,

and, i n addition, both classes took a new test of explic i t

grammatical knowledge of the same morphemes.

Comparison Data on Speech and Comprehension

Spontaneous Speech: Table 47 shows that these white

middle class second graders use a 1 1 four of our sibilant

morphemes almost 100 per cent of the time. All three

dialect-related morphemes are used s ignif i cantly more

often by them than by the Harlem sample. This confirms

that chi ldren of this age who are exposed to Standard

English i n a 1 1 aspects of l i f e have mastered the use of

these particular morphemes and use them more regularly

than the chi ldren who are also exposed to a dialect that

does not include them.

Context-cue Test: A more formal test of morpheme use

was our context-cue test, a series of questions designed

to el icit utterances that require each morpheme. Table 48

shows the mean percentage of appropriate utterances where

the sibilant morphemes were used by al 1 groups. The white

second graders use a 1 1 the morphemes most of the t ime.

The fourth graders come a 1 i tt le closer to 100%, but the
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Table )4.7

Spontaneous Speech and Black and White Children

triesn Proportion of Appropriate Occasions Where S is Used

Group

Plural Verb Possessive Copula

Verb

Possessive

and Copula

Black (N=27) 92 40 534HF 72 58

White ( 15 ) 99 99 98* 99 99

t 0.69. 8.96 4.54 4.29 7,16

p >.05 <.001 <,001 <.001 <.001

*N.14

* *N =17

135
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Table 48

Context-Cue Test Scores of Black and White Children

Verb

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive

Group and Copula

Black (N=27) 93 37* 61* 78 59*

White

Second Grade

(1i=15) 93 93 91 93

Fourth Grade

(N=18) 97. loo 97 99

*Significantly different from White Second Grade, p<.001.

136
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differences between them are not significant. The Harlem

group, however, produce the dialect - related morphemes less

often. The differences between white and black second

graders are significant for verb ending, possessive, and

for al 1 dialect-related morphemes together.

Pi cture-meaning Test: The test (descri bed in sect icn

I above ) involving matching pi ctures to the meanings of

the morphemes requires something much closer to explicit

grammat i cal knowledge than spontaneous product ion in ordi-

nary speech and in our context-cue test. The difficulty

of the test, however, makes less-than-perfect scores 1 ikely

even for someone who normal ly uses the form spontaneously.

Table 49 shows the scores in terms of mean number correct

out of two items given each child. The order of difficulty

of the different morpheme tests is the same for both, groups

of second graders, but the chi ldren who use these morphemes

in their daily language also show significantly greater

comprehension on all except the plural, which is well

understood by both groups. The white fourth graders do

a 1 itt le better than the white second graders on each

morpheme but the difference reaches significance only in

the case of the total score for al 1 the morphemes including

the plural.

Discussion

The spontaneous language data from the wh ite compari-

sun group serve to establish the fact that ch i ldren i n the

same grade as our Harlem sample conform much more closely
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Table 49

Picture-Meaning Test Scores of Black and White Children

Morphemes

Verb All

Plural Verb Possessive Copula Possessive Morphemes

Group Singular Present and Copula

Black (N=27) 1.6 .1 1.2 1.3 2.96

White

Second Grade

(N=15) 1.9 1.7 1.8 1.2 5.53 7.40

Fourth Grade

(N=18) 2,0 1.3 1.7 1:9 1.7 8.67

Maximum Score 2,0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 8.0 10.00

t* 1.34 4.55 2.15 2.69 3.16 4.59 2.19**.

p >.05 <.001 <.05 <.01 <.01 <.001 <.05

*t test of the difference. between Black and White second graders

**t test of the difference between White second and fourth graders
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to adult Standard English than do the black children who

are exposed to another diale't. It is safe, then, to at-

tribute the deviations from Standard English shown in the

black children to cultural context rather than simply to

their age. The results of the picture-meaning test in the

white sample also serve as a base line, showing what we

have a right to expect on this test from children who

speak Standard English. Since the black children scored

significantly lower than white only on the morphemes they

tend not to use themselves, it appears that dialect is the

main factor in their comprehension difficulties. This con-

clusion is consistent with the fact that dialect instruc-

tion also had a significant influence on picture-- meaning

comprehension for these black children.

IX Grammatical Knowledge

In the Harlem experiment explicit grammatical know-

ledge of sibilant morphemes was tested by giving the chil-

dren two typed sentences containing the forms with the

"s's" in red and simply asking for each one what it meant.

It is reported in Section II that most of the children

were able to interpret the plural very well, but there

were few correct answers on any other morphemes. This

may reflect the children's lack of adquate grammatical

vocabulary as well as the abstractness of the necessary

concepts. It seemed possible that if the questions could

be given some more concrete referents in the test itself,

then more explicit answers could be obtained. Therefore

129
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a new test was designed using the same pairs of pictures

and phrases as the picture-meaning test of comprehension

of the morphemes. The picture-meaning test was adminis-

tered first in the normal oral form, and then, one pair

of pictures for each morpheme was presented again along

with, typed cards showing the two phrases with the crucial

s in red. The child was asked to put the cards on the

appropriate pictures (the reading comprehension form), and

then, with the phrases under the correct pictures before

him, he was asked by the experimenter, "Now, what does the

red s tell you? How do you know the one with the red s

goes with this picture?" The pictures made the distinc-

tive meaning of the s more visible and thus gave a more

concrete meaning to the question as well as a clue as to

how to answer. The picture test was given to a second and

a fourth grade class in a predominantly white middle-class

area of New London, Connecticut.

Tables 50-55 show the various kinds of answers made

to both the Harlem and New. London versions of the test.

The scores of the two groups of subjects cannot be direct-

ly, compared, of course, since not only the test but the

dialects spoken by the children are different, and either

or both of these differences may contribute to the dif-

ference in responses. To the extent that the results are

similar, however, they may be of interest and are there-

fore shown together. The New London version was 'given in

the same way to both second and fourth grades and thus

140
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Table 50

Responses of Various Kinds to Grammatical Questions: Plural

Harlem Test

Example: The dogs eat the cat's food. The cat says it's hers.

Question: What does the s on dogs mean in The dogs eat ?

New London Test

Example A: The puppy opened the door. The puppies opened the door.

Example B: The boy ate lunch. The boys ate lunch.

Question: What does the red s tell you? How do you know the

one with the red s goes with this picture?

Kinds of responses and samples

Groups

Harlem New London

2nd Grade 2nd Grade 4th Grade

Plural 21 13 18

Both puppies opened the door not one.

There's more than one puppy eating lunch.

Percentage Correct 84% 87% 100%

Other S Morpheme Meanings

Past Tense

They have eaten already.

Descriptive

It's a 's on it.

2 0

0
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Table 51

Responses of Various Kinds to Grammatical Questions:

Verb Singular

Harlem Test

Example: The dogs eat the cat's food. The cat says it's hers.

Question: What does the s on says mean in The cat says ?

New London Test

Example A: The cats sleep. The cat sleeps.

Example B: The deer drink. The deer drinks.

Question: What does the red s tell you? How do you know. the

one with the red s goes with this picture?

Groups

Harlem New London

Kinds of responses and samples 2nd Grade 2nd Grade li-th Grade

Singular
Only one cat is sleeping.
He's the only one drinking.

Percentage Correct

Repetition
He says it.

0 9

0% 60% 83%

Other S Morpheme Meanings

Plural 6
More than one.

Present Tense 2
The deer is drinking.
He sayin' something.

Possessive

He's telling the dog that it'a his food.

Descriptive
It got a s on the end.

Other Incorrect
don't know,

1

1

2

0 0

0

0

0

0

2 0
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Table 52

Responses of Various Kinds to Grammatical Questions: Verb Present

3ar1em Test

Example: The dc.,gs eat the cat's food, The cat says it's hers,

Quezticn: That does the s on says moan in The cat says . . ?

New London Test

Example A: She put a pot down. She puts a pot down.

Example 13: He shut it. He shuts it.

Question: What does the red s tell you: How do you know the

one with the red s goes with this picture?

Groups

Harlem New London

Kinds of responses and samples

Pzesent

2nd Grade 2nd Grade 4th Grade

With Adverb 0 8 11

She's still putting the pot down.

With Progressive Form Only 6 7
She's doing something.

Percentage Correct 12% 9.3% 100%

Repetition
He says it, (sayz)

A10Other S Morpheme. Meanings

Plural
More than one.
Says more than one thing.

The cats . , more than one says,

Possessive
He's telling the dog that it's his food.

Descriptive
It Got a s on the end . says.

Other Incorrect
t means 1 o say it lot? 1.

Meow, You know a cat that say "Meow"?

143
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1

2

0 0

0

0
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Table 53

Responses of Various Kinds to Grammatical Questions: Possessive

Harlem Test

Example: The dogs eat the cat's food. The cat says it's hers.

Question: What does the 's mean on cat's in the cat's food?
MOO SWIM/MED WNW

New London Test

Example A: The man teacher. The man's teacher.

Example B: The boy angel. The boy's angel.

Question for S Form: What does the red s tell you? How do you

know the one with the red s goes with this picture?

Kinds of responses and samples 2nd

Harlem

Grade

Groups

New London

2nd Grade 4th Grade

Possessive 0 2 15
Man's , so that would be his teacher.
The boy has the angel.
The angel belongs to the boy.

. . , they have food,

Distinguish Two People 0 5 2
It's a different type of person teaching.
He's sitting down and . learning something.

Percentage Correct 5% 47% 9114

Repetition 2 6 1
She is the man's teacher.
It's the cat 's food.

Other S Morpheme Meanings

Plural 0
Two cats food.
A lotta cats and they havo a 1.0t,b9. food,

Copula 1 0 0
It mean is.

Other Incorrect 3 2 0

144
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Table 54

Responses of Various Kinds to Grammatical Questions:

Possessive Alternate

New Londc.n. Test

Example A: The man. teacher. The man's teacher.

Example B: The boy angel. The boy's angel.

Question for 0 Form: What does the red s tell you? How do you

know the one without the s goes with this picture?

Groups

Harlem New London

Kinds of responses and samples 2nd. Grade 2nd Grade nth Grade

Identity 15

T2e man is the teacher.

The angel is a boy.

The man is teaching up front.

Repetition -

He's just the boy angel.

Other S Morpheme Meanings

Plural -

Only one boy. You shouldn't put no s.

Possessive

Because the big angel. ban a. little boy.

1

2

0
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Table 55

Relation between Picture-Meaning Comprehension and Grammatical Knowledge

of Possessive

Grammatical knowledge

response

Picture-Meaning Comprehension

Both Correct Error(s)s )

Correct 7 0

Incorrect 5 3
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represents a controlled comparison of two ages.

Several kinds of answers were received, some clearly

scorable as correct or incorrect and others ambiguous.

The first line of each table shows the answers that are

most obvi ously correct grammatical statements of morpheme

meaning. This is followed by any answers that represent

part of the meaning and by answers that consist of repeti-

t ions of the same forms asked about. Repetition could

mean that the child understood the morpheme but was unable

to express it in different terms. On the other hand, it

does not provide clear evidence of understanding. Two

other dist inct categories of answers that are clearly

wrong are first those that interpret the s as having the

meaning of some other s morpheme (s's are most frequently

misinterpreted as plurals), and, second, answers we have

called "descriptive," which seem to explain the s in

terms of sound-symbol presentat ion, the s simply repre-

senting the fact that the s sound is in the word with no

reference to its meaning. Such an answer impl i es fai lure

to understand the question.

Plural: Table 50 shows that the plural ending is

well understood by all groups of children. The two dia-

lects represented both include this morpheme and in add i-

t ion it has a concrete, easily expressed mean i ng. The

Harlem chi ldren who failed this question tended to resort

to descript ive answers, perhaps misunderstanding the ques-

t ion, while the New London second graders who missed it
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may have taken The boys ate to mean The boy has ate.

Verb Singular: In the case of the verb inflection,

to show recognition of its singular meaning it is necessary

to say that the s on the end means "only one," the opposite

of the mean ing of an s on a noun. The Harlem children

simply never said this (see Table 5 1 ) whereas a majority

of both New London groups did. It is tempting to attri-

bute this d i fference pr imar i ly to the fact that this in-

flect ion is missing in the Black dialect, but several

other 'facts suggest caution with this interpretation. The

New London test had two pictures, one showing a single cat

(or deer) doing something and the other showing more than

one. The answer "Only one" could have been more determined

by the obvious difference in the pictures than by specific

understanding of the s morpheme, since the question was

"How do you, know the one with the s goes with this picture?"

In the case of the cat picture, one phrase card contained

the word cats and the other cat. One child explained

clearly how he made the. decision:

E: Why did you put this one (cat sleeps) with the green

picture?"

3: "Cause s here on cats means more than one cat is,

asleep."

E: "Why did you put this over here with the red s (sleeps ) ?"

3 "For the same reason. I started with this one (cats)

and ended up with that one, so I knew it had to be that one."

Although he was the only one who made it explicit it. was
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obviously possible for those who received the cats item to

match by elimination and then answer the question on the

bas is of the pictures without see ing any connect ion with

the verb ending. This poss ibi lity is further suggested by

the fact that those who received the al ternate deer item

instead, where there was no extra clue to number in the

plural, accounted 'for al 1 but two of the incorrect answer.

In the comprehension test where the chi 1 dren 'had to select

the correct picture to match the Phrase "The cat sleeps"

(pronounced so as not to reveal the s on cats) many fai led

who. later "passed" this version. of the grammatical know

ledge test. It is fair to be suspicious of "knowledge"

stated in words that is not accompan ied by the ab i 1 ity to

match the pictures and phrases correctly. There was no

correlat ion between results on the comprehension test and

the grammatical knowledge test on this morpheme.

The pattern of errors may also reflect dialeCt in

that the white children tend more often to give answers

that suggest they interpret the s as mean ing present tense,

in other words, they respond to it as be ing aSsociated w ith

the verb meaning. The Harlem children;, who often do not

put s's on verbs, tend to guess other kinds of meanings

such as plural.

Verb Present: 'Understanding of the present tense

mean ing of the verb infleet ion (shown in Table 52) was

tested by a separate set of pictures (those contrasting

tense mean i ng) in. the case of the New: London group. The

119
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Harlem responses are simply reported again for the same

question used in testing singular meaning. The pictures

again make it much easier to answer in terms of tense.

Although tense meaning was quite well understood in Harlem,

on the comprehension test for tense, only two children

explicitly even came as close to that meaning as using

the present progressive in their answers. Again it is

clear that lack of explicit knowledge does not imply in-

ability to understand a form. Fourth graders are a little

more likely than second graders to use adverbs to express

the time difference, which is a little more explicit

than simply using the present progressive tense. Only

one white child failed to give one or the other correct

answers on this item.

Possessive: The contrasting phrases used to test

meaning of the possessive were of quite different gram-

matical construction and thus the meanings of the two

were asked about separately. Two tables (53 and 54)

show the answers for the possessive form and the noun-as-

adjective form. The Harlem form of the test yielded

almost no explicit statements of possession, the only

one being "A lotta cats and they have a lotta food,"

an answer that was classified primarily as a plural. The

Harlem children's overwhelming choice of the plural

interpretation in defiance of the picture is in sharp

contrast to their relatively good scores on the picture-

meaning test of comprehension of the possessive. An
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inadequate vocabulary does not completely account for

the difference because these children all use words like

have and got and his, commonly used to express possessior),

but for some reason they do not use these words in

answering this question. The white children who could

not give a clear possessive answer mostly chose either

to repeat,the possessive form being asked about, e.g.,

"She is the man's teacher" or to point out that two dis-

tinct people are being talked about in contrast to the

meaning of the man teacher.

The contrasting phrase with one noun used as an

adjective found the fourth graders doing better than

the second graders in stating that the two nouns refer

to the same person, "The man is a teacher." Several

resorted to simply repeating the phrase and a few tried

to make the s into a different morpheme. No comparable

question was asked of the Harlem children.

Table 55 shows that those who were able to express

possessive meaning were more likely to have also selected

the correct picture for The man's teacher and The boy's

angel.

Copula: In finding phrases identical in sound ex-

cept for the presence or absence of copula, we were

forced to resort to past participles which were homony-

mous with adjectives. Since these were all spelled

differently, we had to, use peculiar spelling in presenting
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the phrases in writing. However, the children did not

protest our explanation of the seeming misprint. It

would seem fairly easy to interpret the contracted copula

simply by giving the full form is, and the majority of

white children did. However, not all second graders

gave this answer (see Table 56) and only two in Harlem

even though they all use both is and its contraction in

their own speech. The Harlem children use it less con-

sistently, but their comprehension is 76% correct in

selecting the correct picture to mean, for example,

The duck's red. Black children always pronounce the s

in it's in their ordinary speech, but usually omit the

t. The resulting "iss" may be harder for them to per-

ceive as two words, especially when for them the is is

optional. The white children were asked the grammatical

question about contracted copulas following nouns, so

their task of segmenting the two words was easier. Never-

theless the white second graders often interpreted the

's as another morpheme as did the Harlem children for

"The duck's red." The reading "The duck has read" (past

tense) or "The ducks read" (plural) are perfectly pos-

sible in Standard English, although neither is reflected

in the picture contrast. The possessive interpretation

does not fit either pictures or phrases exactly.

Enough errors occurred both in comprehension and

grammatical knowledge of the copula to make a comparison

152
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Responses of Various Kinds to Grammatical Questions: Copula

;;P:::lem Test

Example: The dogs eat the cat's food. The cat says it's hers.

Question: What does the 's mean on it's in it's hers?

New London Test

Example A: The boy bluw. The bay's bluw. (Comment added to

explain spelling: "We spelled 'blue' ('blew') wrong, didn't we?")

Example B: The duck red. The duck's red. (Comment added to

explain "error": "We made a mistake writing 'read,' didn't we?")

Question: What does the red s tell you? How do you know the

one with the red s goes with this picture?

Harlem

Groups

New London
Kinds of responses and samples 2nd Grade 2nd Grade 4th Grade

Copula 2 9
The boy is colored blue.
There red duck.
It's means it is.

Percentage Correct 13% 60% 94%

Repetition iF 0 0
It's hers.
Like it's it's.

Other S Morpheme Meanings

Plural
iher's more than one ducks.
More than one it's.

Past Tense 2 0 (2)*
He's all finished when The duck's read.

Possessive 3 (5)* 0 1

What is . . the person that owns it.
He's reading his book.

Other Incorrect 2 0 0

*The numbers shown in parenthesis are the total number of children

who mentioned a given interpretation including some whose response

war scored primarily in another category, 153
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showing whether there was any correlation between these

two performances. Table 57 shows that those who were

able to select the correct picture for The duck's red

and The boy's blue were usually able also to say that

the 's meant is. This contrasts with the situation for

the singular meaning of the verb s where comprehension

results were about the same for those who could and

could not state the meaning of "only one."

Discussion

Table 58 summarizes the percentages of correct explan-

ations of the meanings of five morpheme meanings. The

plural and the present tense appear easiest to express,

but fourth graders succeeded well on all five. Sub-

stantial numbers of second graders, also, managed to

give answers that were clearly correct when the picture-

contrast test was used. Substantially lower percentages

on all but the plural morpheme in the Harlem study may

reflect in part the substantially lower use of these

morphemes among black children, but it seems likely that

an important factor in the difference is the lack of as

much concrete assistance from the pictures in identifying

the crucial contrasting meaning. That many of them

understood the morphemes in that they were able to select

the correct picture is shown in Table 59. Inability to

put the meaning into words again obviously does not imply

complete lack of understanding. Until a comparable test

154
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Table 57

Relation between Picture-Meaning Comprehension and Grammatical Knowledge

of Contracted Copula

Grammatical knowledge

response

Picture-Meaning Comprehension

Both Correct

Correct 7

Incorrect

Error(s)

2

1 5
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Percentages of Correct Statements of Grammatical Meaning

Groups

Morpheme meanings

Harlem

2nd Grade

New London

2nd Grade 4th Grade

Plural 84 87 100

Verb Singular 0 60 83

Verb Present 12 93 100

Possessive 5 47 94

Copula 13 60 94

156
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Table 59

Percentages of Correct Choices in Picture-Meaning Comprehension

for Black Children

Morpheme meaning Percentage Correct

Plural 96

Verb singular 57

Verb present 86

Possessive 88

Copula 76
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is given to black children, it is not possible to con-

clude that either black dialect use or the ghetto environ-

ment have influenced their ability to verbalize these

grammatical meanings.

Although the picture-contrast test seems to make

grammatical knowledge more accessible, the results with

the singular meaning of the verb s suggest the need for

more careful delineation of the source of responses,

whether they are derived mainly from the picture contrast

or whether they reflect understanding of the morpheme

as such.

158
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